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16 JKI'I'RBY a. STO .. , Beggs & Lane, 7 00 Blount 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 record. 

6 

7 

P a 0 C 8 8 D I • Q 8 

(Hearing commenced at 9:40a.m.) 

aBAI&MAM JOa.80Ma Wo ' r• g o ing to go on the 

Counsel, could you read the notice? 

... ~AOQBa Pursuant to notice issued June 

8 24th, 1997 , thi• time and place have been set tor 

9 those hearings. They are Docket 970001-EI, tuel and 

10 purchased power cost recovery claus~ and generating 

11 performance incentive factor, and Docket 970007-EI, 

12 environmental coat recovery clause. 

13 

14 

CB&Ia.a. JOBXso•• We'll take appearances. 

xa. WXLLI81 I ' m Lee L. Willis of the firm 

6 

15 of Ausley, McMullen, Post Office Box 391, Tallahassoe, 

16 Florida 32302, appearing together with Harry Long, 702 

17 North Franklin Street, Tampa, Florida 33602, appearing 

18 on behalf of Tampa Electric Company . 

19 KR. 8TO .. a Jeffry A. Stone of the law firm 

20 of Beggs ' Lone in Pensacol8. The address is atatod 

21 correctly on the Prehearing Order . And I ' m appearing 

22 on behalf of Gulf Power Company . 

2 3 xa. QaiLD81 Matthew H. Childs of thu firm 

24 of Steel, Hector ' Davis. I'm appearing on behalf of 

25 Florida Power and Light company. 

rLORIDA ~OBLIC 88RVXCB COXMI88IO• 
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1 xa. KoG88t James McGee , appoaring on behalf 

2 ot Florida Power Corporation in the fuel adjustment 

3 docket. 

4 KR. WXLLIBGBAK& Bill Willingham, law tir.m 

5 of Rutledge, Ecenia, Underwood, Purnell ' Hottman. 

6 our address is correct on the Prohearing Order. I ' m 

7 here on beha l f ot Florida Public Utilities company. 

8 xa. BURG888a Steve Burgess with the Office 

9 ot Public counaol, 111 West Madiaon Street, 

10 Tal l ahassee, here on behalf o f the Citizens of the 

11 State ot Florida. 

12 MS. K&ur.MAB a Vicki Gordon Kautman, 

13 McWhirter, Reeves, McGlothlin, Davidson, Rief ' Bakas, 

14 117 Sou th Gadsden . I ' m appearing on behalf of the 

15 Florida Industrial Power Users Group. 

16 MS . PAUGH & Leslie Paugh, appearing on 

17 behalf of commission stat!. 

18 CBAXa.a. JOX.SOMa Very well . I just wan~ed 

19 to set up the process and have the notice and 

20 everything properly reflec ted in the order . 

21 We're going to need to take a hour recess. 

22 We will begin this proceeding at 10:30. Thank you. 

23 We'll go ott the record. 

24 (Reo••• taken.) 

25 ••••• 
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1 01. 

2 KS. »AOGKI The 01 Docket, Iaaue 5, whic h 

3 deals with the ettectlve datea ot new tuel adjustment 

4 charges, the parties have agreed to statt•s revised 

8 

5 language, which is reflected in your Prehearing Order, 

6 so this issue can be stipulated. 

7 CJI'aTPDJI JOBJISOJII Okay . 

8 MI. »AOQBI The outatanding issues in this 

9 docket are Issues 9 through 13, Issues 9 through 12 

10 are relative to the transmission treatment, and Issue 

11 13 is the economy sales profit split issue . 

12 

13 

14 

KR. 8TO .. a Chairman Johnson, it I may. 

CDXJlDJI JOBJISOHI Uh-huh. 

KR. STOHBa Wi th regard to Page 5 ot the 

15 Prehearing Order. 

16 CBAI~ JOHHSOHa Yes, sir. 

17 KR. STO .. a Mr. Howell is one of Gulf's 

18 witnesses and he has additional issues that are not 

19 listed in the Prehearing Order . And all of those 

20 issues were stipulated, but I think , for completeness, 

21 that they need to be noted for the record, that he was 

22 also the witness on these other issues that were 

23 atipulated, and they are Iaauea 1, 2, 4, 18A, 19A and 

24 21A. 

25 CBAI~ JO~SOBa Issues 1, 2, 4, 18A, 19A 
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1 and 21? 

2 

3 

4 

D. 8!'0Da 21A. 

CJI&.XJl.IIU JOBlfSO. a 21A . 

a. aTO .. a Yes, ma ' am. In light o! that, 

5 when Mr. Howell takes the stand, given that those 

6 issues have bee n stipula~ed, the only reason tor him 

9 

7 taking the stand is with regard to that portion of his 

8 testimony which was dated June 23rd that relates to 

9 Issues 9 through 13. And so that we would propose 

10 that when Mr. Howell takes the stand that he would 

11 limit his summary to those issues that are still in 

12 contention and that cross examination be limited to 

13 those issues. 

14 CBAI~ J oa.so•a Very well. Any 

15 objections to that? 

16 KS. PAOGBa Stat! has a question, Madam 

17 Chairman. Insofar as Issue 3 is a fallout !rom Issues 

18 1 and 2, would he not be testifying to that as well? 

19 D. STO .. I Actually Ms . Cranmer is the 

20 witness on Issue 3. 

21 XS. PAOGBa All right . Thank you. 

22 CKAX~ JOBX&O•a Any other questions t h en? 

23 Seeing none. Thanks for that clarification. I think 

24 we're all in agreement with that approach. 

25 &. WILLIS& I would also like t o point out 

7LORIDA PUBLIC SBRVICB COMXI88IO. 



1 that with respec t to the order ot witnesses, we would 

2 like to call Mr. Kordecki prior to Ms. Branick. 

3 ~ JOIDfSO•a You said you wanted to 

4 call --

5 MR. WILLISa Mr. Kordecki in hilil direct 

6 testimony prior to Ms. Branick. 

7 CHAlRXAB JOIDfSOBI Okay. We ' l~ do that. 

8 Any other changes or issues? 

9 MS. ~AOQBa Not that I ' m aware of, other 

10 

10 than as a result ot the prehearing it was decided that 

11 the parties would be able to address whether this 

12 panel should ta.ke evidence and testimony on Issue 13. 

13 This might be the time to do that. 

14 CBAIRDJr JOIDfSOIII Okay . Commilillili ono r • . t tw 

1~ parties have raised this as an issue and I thought it 

16 would be helpful it the entire panel had the 

17 opportunity to hear their arguments as to why we 

18 should or should not hear this issue at this 

19 particular ti.me, giving them the benefit or thinking 

20 it through and presenting their arguments to us, and 

21 start an opportunity to consider their argument and 

22 make a recommendation before wa decide how to purs ue 

23 this particular issue . 

24 I think this will be the appropriate time. 

25 Did I put a time limitation on it? 



1 

2 

11 

KS. PAOOB& I believe it was five minutes. 

COIXIIIIOI .. OLAIII Let me be c lear. It is 

3 just t he 20/80 split, it isn't how tho two occount f o1· 

4 the transmission coat, it's not that element either? 

5 CJDIRXU JOIDIBO!H Right. The transmission 

6 cost issues we've dec idad we will not vote; we will 

7 allow them to brief those. We do now have -- I think 

8 PUblic Counsel's position here is that we not take 

9 those up, too, at this time, is it not? 

10 xa. aoao•ss& Actually, Madam Chairman, we 

11 think there are some very difficult principles at odds 

12 with one another to be resolved, and we think it 

13 perhaps woul~ be bettor -- the commission would be 

14 better served to take it up as a full commisaion, nnd 

I S deal with that. In the meantime we do have a position 

16 on it. Obviou•ly, aomething needs to be done; some 

17 position needs to be tAkPn with ta•J"''l '" •JAi u uiA L IIl•J 

lU the transaction price. And we recommend something, 

19 and it'• just a matter ot also planning on looking a t 

20 it with more perhaps - - ~ith full commission at a more 

21 deliberate pace. 

22 CBai..._ JOS.BO•r I guess I didn ' t 

23 understand the nature of your request . I thought you 

24 ware suggesting that we take it up in a separate 

25 docket. I didn't know it was a request f or the full 

FLORIDA PUBLIC 8BRVXC. COXXX88IO. 
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1 Co~ission to hear it, which I generally treat a 

2 little differently. If tho request 90es to having tho 

3 full Commission as oppoaed to a panel deciding tho 

4 issue. !a that your concern? 

5 MR. IVRQI811 It actually is both, Madam 

6 Chairman . I did not realize t .hat there was a 

7 procedural distinction that you make between those 

8 requests. It would actually go to both. I think it' a 

9 aomething that perhapa the tull Commission should look 

10 at, and also with a time frame that allows, perhaps, a 

11 more expansive approach to the issue. 

12 OOKMIBBia.BR CLARKs If I can just ask, it 

13 we're going to conaider the 80/20 with the tuli 

14 Commission, there's no reason why we can ' t just do, in 

15 the same proceeding, do tho transmission. 

16 

17 not. 

18 

xa. BORQBBBI I certainly see no reason why 

COJOU88IOJfJDl CLARKs It t .hat ' a t .he way we 

19 determine we should go . But in the meantime, we have 

20 to provide tor it in the fuel adjus tment - - is it the 

21 fuel adjustment? 

22 

2J yes . 

2 4 

KR. BORQBBBa That'• correct, Commiaoionor , 

... K&~a Madam Chairman, I 'd like to go 

25 on record t or FIPUG in that we aupport Public 

FLORIDA PUBLIC BBRVICI C~BBIO. 
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1 Counsel'• position that the tranamiseion issues should 

2 be taken up by the entire Co111111ission . And in the 

3 interim we would eupport Public couneel' • approach aa 

4 to how to treat that matter until the full Co111111ission 

5 can make a decision. 

6 

7 

CBAIRDII JOJDISOJII Okay. Thank you . 

IQl. LO•oa Madam Chairman, Tampa Electric ' s 

8 position is that with regard to Issues 9 through 12, 

9 that those should be heard today by this panel. 

10 The evidence is before the Co111111ission, the 

11 witnesses are hera to testify and to stand cross 

12 examination, and we eee no reason why this shouldn ' t 

13 proceed as scheduled. 

14 COIOI.ISSIOJJD CLAIUtz Let me ask a question. 

15 It aeema to me that we can take testimony and decide 

16 on the way to treat it in the interim, but theLe's no 

17 reason we can 't -- that wouldn't necessarily preclude 

18 us from also, if we determine it ' s appropriate for the 

19 idea of the 20/80 split to go to the full Co111111iasion 

20 we couldn't also say , "And this ought to be 

21 considered, too." Would you object to t .hat? 

22 IQl. LO•o• Well, Commiaeioner, first, we 

23 have a position with regard to Issue 13 that we ' d like 

24 to share at the appropriate time . But our more 

25 general concern is with regard to resolving Issues 9 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SBRVIC• COXXI88IOM 
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1 through 12 a• expeditiously as possible. We'd like to 

2 have some certainty, obvioualy, as to what the 

3 Commission'• 4eciaion is with regard to how 

4 transmission revenues are going to be treate1 · 

5 And our concern is that to the extent that 

6 we adopt a procedure that extends this process, that 

7 that prolongs the uncertainty . 

8 CKa%..._ JOBKSO•a Okay. And understanding 

9 the two could be tied together and handled in a single 

10 proceeding, but one of the issues and one of the 

11 concern• raised was that in our last fuel recovery 

12 docket we liated these ae issues in the order to be 

13 addressed. And at that point in time there was no 

14 objection or concern being raised as to a panel 

15 addressing those issues. But we're amenable to 

lb hearing those arguments, and to the extent these 

17 issues can be tied and rolled out together we'll have 

18 a opportunity to discuss that, too . 

19 And again I wasn't - - to Public Counsel and 

20 FIPUG, I wasn't aware that the argument went to 

21 wanting to have the full Commission consider t h e 

22 issue, but I better understand that now. 

23 

24 

Okay . Issue 13. 

IIJl. W'ILLDICJJIAKs Chairman Johnson, may I 

25 interrupt for a minute? 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICB COXXISSIO. 
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1 CJIAXRXAM JOKMSOXI Yes, sir . 

2 xa. WILLI•aBAKa I believe that all of the 

3 issues pertain to FPU have been stipulated t o , and I 

4 would ask if I could be dismissed from the proceeding, 

5 from further participation . 

6 

7 

8 

CBAXRKAJI JOJDI&O•a Yes, sir . Thank you. 

Issue 13. Who would like to beqin? 

KR. LOXQa Madam Chairman, Commissioners, 

9 good morning . Tampa Electric urges this Commission to 

10 reject the Staff ' s proposal on Issuo 13 on the merits 

11 in this proceeding. 

12 While we have high regard for the Staff and 

13 respect their work in this instance , t .he Staff's 

14 proposal is without meri't and is counter-productive as 

15 a matter of policy . 

16 we share the procedural concerns that other 

17 parties have expressed with regard to the way in which 

18 this issue has been introduced into this proceeding . 

19 We don't believe that the issue is related 

20 to Issues 9 through 12, and we share the concern that 

21 the issue was introduced at the eleventh hour . 

22 However, deapite theae procedural diftioul t i ea, wo 

23 still feel that it's appropriate to address Issue 1 3 

24 now. 

25 First, as a ma·tter o f the administrative 

n.oll:tD~ 'PUBLIC SDVXCB COJOCISSIOX 



1 efficiency, we have a forum, the parties are present, 

2 the tacta have bean presented. As opposed to 

3 rescheduling Issue 13 for another time and taking up 

4 valuable Commission time and resources in a separate 

5 proceeding, we think the matter can and should be 

6 handled now. 

7 The reason that we 're optomistic that the 

8 matt er can be handled on a substantive basis within 

9 this proceeding is the fact that the evidence -- the 

10 relevant facts are fairly straightforward. 

11 First of all, the flaws that we see in the 

16 

12 Staff ' s proposa l from a policy perspective we think 

13 appear on the surface. There's no assertion in the 

14 staff 's testimony that the incentive mechanism which 

15 you put in place is flawed or is not working. To the 

1o contrary, the broker system has been an outstanding 

17 success since its inception. It's generated wel l over 

18 $700 million in net benefits. The incentive mechanis m 

19 is working exactly as you intended . This gives us 

20 some cause for pause because in light of those facts, 

21 it appears as though the Staff ' s proposal is being 

22 made because the mechanism is, in fact, working as you 

23 intended. 

24 We're concerned that that kind of propos al 

25 is an exa.mple of the kind o f 

n.ollXDA PUBLIC SDVXCB COIOIXSSXO. 



1 heads-I- wjn-taila-you-loae regulation that this 

2 Commission has so scrupulously avoided . 

3 The Staff asserts that because there's 

4 increased competition, incentives are no longer 

5 necessary . Well, we see that as a non sequitur . In 

6 tact, it you look at thA benefit record or the brokor 

7 system, what you '11 find is that the utility benefits 

8 are much 1••• today than they were when the incentive 

9 mechaniaill was implemented by the commission in 1984. 

10 CBAX~ JOHBSOBt say that again, I ' m 

17 

11 sorry. 

12 KR. LO•Gt The average utility margin in the 

13 broker system today is smaller than it was in 1984 

14 when the broker mechanism was implemented. And it 

15 seems pretty str aightforward to us that it the 

16 Commission, tor good reason, felt that as a matter or 

17 sound public policy that an incentive mechanism was 

18 worthwhile in 1984, it would seem that the same logic 

19 would suggest that such incentives are even more 

20 appropriate today when the margins to be obtained on 

21 the broker are less. 

22 xa. suaa•sss Excuse me, I apologize. I'm a 

23 little confused. Are we arguing the substance of the 

24 issue now or whether the issue ia to be spun ott and 

25 examined by the Commission in a separate docket? 

FLORIDA PUBLIC BBRVICB COXNIBSIO. 



1 I apoloqize tor the interruption, but : had 

2 t.hought t.hat was the instruction. And I believe I'm 

3 hearing argument on the substantive issue in 

4 presentation ot de facto testimony on i t. 

5 &. LO•as Madam Chairman, the thrust of my 

6 presentation is that we feel that the issue can and 

7 should be handled now and in thia proceeding. My 

8 discussion ot the facta is merely to illustrate our 

9 view that the facts are fairly straightforward and 

10 that it is possible, it the Commission so desires, to 

11 resolve this issue in this proc eeding. So obviously 

12 I ' m not here to testi!y. I'm simply making what 

13 amounts to an otter ot proof as part of my argument. 

18 

14 CBAI~ JOBX&o•a I'm going to allow you t o 

15 continue. 

16 XR. LO•ar Thank you, Madam Chairman . 

17 Another concern that we have with the 

18 Staff ' s proposal is t.hat as Staff correctly points 

19 out, there is increased participation in the broker 

20 system by marketers, many of them out of state; and 

21 certainly the dynamics ot the broker for them is that 

22 lOOt ot the profit goes bac k t o their shareholders or 

23 partners. 

24 In t.hat environment to remove the incentivo 

2 5 that is working for utilities within the state of 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SBRVICB COMMI88IO. 



1 Florida s~ema to me to do nothing more than enco urage 

2 the !low of a greater portion ot the profits to 

1 9 

3 parties out ot state as opposed to taking an a c tion to 

4 e nsure that those profits are maximized tor the 

5 benefit ot ratepayers within Florida . Again, we see 

6 that as beinq a very counter-productive public policy. 

7 The issues are straightforward. They can be 

8 addrQssed expeditiously by the Commission today . And 

9 on that basis we respectfully urge tho commis•ion to 

10 address Issue 13 in this proceeding . 

11 CKAIRXAB JOKMSO•: Thank you . Florida Power 

12 ' Light. 

13 D. CBILDII Commissioner, my argument went 

14 to what I had stated at the prehearing contorenc o, 

15 t hat it was my posi t ion that the Commission ought not 

16 to addresa thia issue at all. It did not relate to 

17 the panel . I had aomo observations that I t hought 

18 were legal in nature . If that does not tit within the 

19 scope of the argument that you had i nte nded , t hen I 

20 won ' t make the argument, but it it does I will present 

2 1 it and be brier. 

22 ~ JOKBSOBI Okay. I ' ll allow you to 

23 present it . 

2 4 KR. CBILDS: My position is that the 

25 Commission addressed the questio n o! the treatment o r 

WLORIDA PUBLIC SBRVICB COXXISSIO. 



1 off-system sales in the fuel adjustment docket and 

2 issued an order March 11, 1997 order PSC 

3 97-0262-FOF-EI, and it's entitled •Fina l Order 

20 

4 Addressing Treatment of Fuel Revenues Received from 

5 Wholesale Sales in the Fuel and Capacity cost Recovery 

6 Clauses." That order was issued by a panel . 

7 In that order it identities and 

8 distinguishes between separated sales and nonsepar ated 

9 sales. It identities the energy broker transactions 

10 as being in the nonseparated sale category, and 

11 comments about the treatment of those revenues and of 

12 the encouragement of the sales tor several years. It 

13 observes -- and I am reading selectively from Page 2 

14 of that order. It observed as follows : "I>1 exchange 

15 tor supporting the investment the retail ratep.:syer 

16 receives all of the revenues, both fuel and nontuel, 

17 that the sale generates through a credit in the fuel 

18 and capac ity cost recovery clauses. For broker sales, 

19 the utility shareholders receive 20' ot the profit 

20 associated with sale." 

21 Then points out there has been somet hing 

22 

23 

like or over $800 million in retail benefits to 

date through the broker in the state of Florida. And 

24 observes that all parties appear to agree at a minimum 

25 that we should not preclud e utilities from this 

rt.OJliDA PUBLIC SDVICB COJOUSSIO. 
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1 oppor~unity . I think that part ot the order wna a bit 

2 vague, "this opportunity." I think the opportunity it 

3 was talking about was the broker, but I think it ' s 

4 fairly argued that it is the sharing on a 80/20 basis. 

5 It concludes by saying, "Thus, for 

6 nonseparated sales we find that our existing policy of 

7 crediting all revenues to the fuel and capacity cost 

8 recovery clauses should not be altered . " 

9 My point is simply this: It seems to me the 

10 Commission has addressed this very recently, and that 

11 under the circumstances I don't understand why the 

12 issue is appropriate now , and I don't understand that 

13 anything has changed. And I think that ia an 

14 appropriate consideration. What is it that may have 

15 changed so that this matter would be brought back to 

16 the commission. 

17 And on the other hand, if the Commission 

18 wishes to consider it, that ' s fine, but I was a bit 

19 concerned about having just addressed this and now 

20 we're addressing what seems to me to be much the sa~e 

21 issue all over again. Thank you. 

22 ~~ JOa.SOMl Thank you. 

23 KR. XoOBBl Madam Chairman , I would concur 

24 with the c omments expressed by Hr. Childs. In 

25 addition, from a procedural standpoint in the timing 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SBRVIC. COXX%88IO• 
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l -ith which this issue might be taken up, it it's going 

2 to be taken up at all, this seemed to come in sort of 

3 on the coattails of the transmission issues that are 

4 reflected in 9 through 12. 

5 Florida Power believes that it's not related 

6 to those issues at all, nor is it necessary to decide 

7 in d eciding the transmission related issues . Those 

8 were identified in the last tuel adjustment 

9 proceeding, those tour specific issues. It was agreed 

10 they be deferred and taken up at this time. There 

11 were meeting• that allowed the parties to tully 

12 understand how those issues would be presented. All 

lJ parties were on notice. 

14 That's not the case with Issue 13 . The 

15 parties, at least as tar as Florida Power is 

16 concerned , were apprised that Staff intended to raise 

17 that when we read Mr . Ballinger ' s testimony . 

18 The regulatory treatment that's afforded to 

19 incentives in the times that we're anticipating right 

20 now is a significant issue . And it it's going to be 

21 taken up at all, we believe that it deserve s more 

22 notice and more opportunity for the parties ~o develop 

23 their positions on an issue that has this importance. 

24 Thank you. 

25 CJIAJ:RJIAJf JOJDIOOMI Thank you. 
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1 MR. STO .. a Commissioners, on behalf of Gulf 

2 Power company we'd like to concur in general with the 

J arguments expressed by the other utilities, that this 

4 issue should not be addressed a t all. That for the 

5 various reasons expressed, it is not appropriate to be 

6 addressed. And I'm concerned that by even bringing 

7 the issue up, we're sending the wrong signa l to 

8 potential selling utilities, as well as the 

9 marketplace in general, in t erms of what this 

10 commission's view is with regard to proper incentives 

11 and we'd urge you not to consider this issue. 

12 ~SSIOBBR CLARKa Can I ask a question of 

13 Mr. Childs? 

14 Mr. Childs, has FP&L gotten a resolution 

15 from FERC on your partial requirements concern? It 

16 seems to me at one time you were concerned that a 

17 partial requirements customer could buy at an average 

18 cost on the broker system and then sell it at 

19 incremental, and he might, therefore , make some money 

20 that FPL felt properly belonged to them. 

21 xa. CBILDSa I'm no t aware of the status of 

22 that at all, commissioner. 

2 J COXKIOSIOBBR CLAR.Ka Okay . 

24 CKAI~ JOKHSONI Public Counsel . 

25 xa. auaa•ssa Yea. We don't have a t err ibly 
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1 strong preference in th i s as to whether the Comm18el o n 

2 decides that in the current circumstance or spins it 

3 off. I guess we voul~ ten~ to agree with Flori~a 

4 Power and Light and Florida Power Corp that the 

5 commission woul~ be bett.er served by a spin ott of 

6 this issue into another docket wherein the focus and 

7 the attention of both tho Commission and the parties 

8 could be per haps a little bit more helpful to the 

9 dec ision-making process. 

10 I would further note that -- it seems that 

11 there is no downside to that. It's not -- we would 

12 continue, presumably, with the 80/20 split until such 

13 time as the Commission changed so I don't think , 

14 there's any prej udice against any party by the 

15 Commission doing this. It would provide us, I think, 

1 6 with a better opportunity to address the issue and 

17 provide, perhaps, a better perspective for the 

18 Commission . 

19 KB. KAurxABt Commissioners, FIPUG has two 

20 comments to make. 

2 1 First of all, my first comment goes t o some 

22 of the remarks that Mr . Child ' s ma~e i n regard to the 

23 prior order. 

24 I 'm not aware of anything in that order that 

25 would preclude this Commission from looking at the 



1 broker eyetam on a prospective basis and conr.idering 

2 its viability in terms of the current market. So we 

3 would disagree that you should not consider this 

4 issue. 

'"• Wo would nt,~ roo, t hough, that thl• l•auo Ia 

25 

6 probably more appropriate for the e ntire commis sion to 

7 taka a look at, and we would welcome the opportunity 

8 to actively participate in a spin-off proceeding and 

9 we think that would probably be the wiser course . 

10 lilt. LOJICJI Madam Chairm.an, on FIPUG's last 

11 point I would just point out that the Commission order 

12 implementing the incent ive mechanism was issued by a 

13 three-commissioner panel back in 1984 . 

14 ~~ JOKMso•• Okay. Thank you. Staff . 

15 MS. PAUOBI To the extent that they have 

16 stated that the issue should be heard today, Staff 

17 agrees with Tampa El ectric Company . 

18 The the broker profit s plit is a relative 

19 simple policy issue. Al l of the utilit ies have filed 

20 rebuttal testimony on the issue. In fact, they war~ 

21 given additional time to do so. I t seemo to me that 

22 because a panel did implement the issue , a panel can 

23 certainly decide further course with the issue, so I 

24 don't ses any driving force behind having a full 

25 Commission hear it. That's certainly up to the p.snel. 
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1 so staff is prepared to go on this issue. 

2 COMXI88IO.-R CLARKI Staff brought up this 

3 issue; is that right? 

4 KS. PAOGBs Yes. It appeared in the 

5 testimony of Tom Ballinger. The testimony was filed 

6 at the same time as direct testimony from the 

7 utilities. 

8 CH&Iaxa. Jaa.so•a What about Florida Power 

9 and Light's argument that it's already been addressed? 

10 And it was addressed recent ly and no facts have 

11 changed, and that it's inappropriate or not necessary 

12 to again address this issue. 

13 KS. PAOQBI From a statutory construction, 

14 standpoint, I have to respectfully d isagree with 

15 Mr. Childs. I don't believe that the issue was 

16 addressed directly in that order. I have reviewed it 

17 prior to these proceedings and given it some thought. 

18 Hr. Childs and I have discussed it. 

19 It was brought up but it was not -- this 

20 specific issue was not addressed in my opinion. 

21 COKNI88IO.-R CLARKs I guess my response to 

22 that argument is kind of so what? You know, we 

23 implemented it with a three-member panel. It was done 

24 to incant the market at any time if anyone, in this 

25 case the Staff, feels also it 's no longer necessary, 
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1 the fact that we've done it in the past I think -- and 

2 the fact ve•ve done it recently doesn't take it ott 

3 the table if it ia appropriate to change it to 

4 recognize that the whole·sale market has changed . 

5 

6 

7 

MS. PAOaBI Staff agrees with that as well. 

CB1XRDJI JOHHSOK: Gulf. 

KR. STOHBI Commissioner Johnson, I just 

8 wanted to clarify one thing. 

9 Ms. Paugh indicated that Mr. Ball i nger filed 

10 his testimony at the same time the utilities filed the 

11 direct testimony. That is not the case. The 

12 Utility's most recent direct testimony as I recall vas 

13 at the end of June , around June 23rd. Mr . Ballinger ' s 

14 testimony vas filed July 14th. I just wanted to make 

15 sure the record vas clear in that respect; that it vas 

16 not filed the at the same time . 

17 MS. PAOGlll I apologize. I stand corrected. 

18 In any event, it was filed on time pursuant to the 

19 CSAR. 

20 CBAIRDJI JOIDI'SOHa Thank you. Thank you for 

21 that clarification. 

22 Any other comments? 

23 Let me make sure I understand FIPUG and 

24 OPC's position. You would like to have all of the 

25 issues deferred? I should ask it in the form of a 
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1 question. What are you asking to have deferrod? 

2 xa. BURGBSSs I think that the Commiss i on 

3 would be well served to defer Issue 13, Issue 11 and 

4 Issue 9. And I'd be happy to either present --

5 obviously we•ve discussed Issue 13. I'd be happy to 

6 present a brief picture as to why we take that 

7 position with regard to Issues 9 and 11, or simply 

8 brief it. We're here to participate on those issues 

9 and it • s not something t .hat is do or die for us at 

10 all. It's just something we think the Commission 

11 would be better served if it had, and could get a 

12 little bit better perspective, if it had the 

13 opportunity to examine these in a separate fashion. 

14 COMXXSSXOBER CLARKI Madam Chairman, ca~ I 

28 

15 make a suggestion? With respect to Issue 13. I guess 

16 I'm not comfortable at this time, either as a panel or 

17 necessarily as the full Commission, making decision on 

18 the 80/20 split. I think there are a whole host of 

19 issues that are developing as a result of FERC 

20 Order 888, and that is a relationship between the 

21 retail market and the wholesale market. And let me 

22 just sort of indicate some of my concerns . 

23 I asked Mr. Childs about the partial 

24 requirements issue, and to my knowledge it hl!'sn•t been 

25 resolved. And one of the concerns FPL had was that 
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1 they were selling on the basis of cost, and a pa~tial 

2 requirements customer can purchase it and then sall it 

3 on the baaia of price and they may be able to earn a 

4 profit that way, and, you know, a prof it that doesn't 

5 go to the ratepayers of FPL . And to my knowledge 

6 that's not resolved . 

7 The notion of the broker system being based 

8 on cost and FERC coming in and saying it ' s going to be 

9 a price market regulated wholesale market , the notion 

10 of controls subsidization of that wholesale market by 

11 the reta il ratepayers, to the extent it ' s included in 

12 the retail jurisdiction, and then utilities either go 

13 out and through contract aa Tampa Electric Company has 

14 done -- and we have a pending company on that -- or 

15 through the broker system, they are i n the wholesale 

16 market and, you know, some might argue that it's being 

17 subsidized by the retail ratepayers . I think we need 

18 to look at that. 

19 I ' m very conce rned about the margin of 

20 reserve that we heard about last Friday and how that' s 

21 being impacted by c ompetition in the whole sale market. 

22 I ' m not real comfortable with a at margin, and I ' m 

23 just wondering if some things have to be c ha nged in 

24 order to assure that we have an adequate margin of 

25 reserve. 
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1 And also the notion of possibly bypassing 

2 the broker system . It just seems to me there are a 

3 lot of things that have developed with regard to the 

4 wholesale market that we can 't simply take this piece 

5 of it and deal with it. 

6 I'm not suggesting we definitely spin it oft 

7 into another docket at this time, but I certainly 

8 think we need to maybe step up our investigat ion of 

9 what the electric market in Florida should look like . 

10 CDXRDJI JOIDJSONs So then it would be your 

11 suggestion that we not consider it at that time, but 

12 you're not -- are you comfortable with it being a 

13 docket ed matter a nd that we start exploring the 

14 issues? 

15 COKKI88IONER CLARZl I don ' t think it needs 

16 to be a docketed matter, but I certainly think the 

17 Staff is going to be looking at the margin of reserve. 

18 And I think it would be natural that the Staff would 

19 look at the impact of Order 888 and our wholesale 

20 generation market in Florida to see if we h~ve t o make 

21 changes in power plant siting, in the ten year cite 

22 plan, in incentives to make wholesale sales; what are 

23 the impact of power marketers? 

24 The most immediate problem to me is the 8' 
25 margin of reserve . But I t hink all of these iss ues 
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1 have to be looked at. And I don ' t t hink it makoa any 

2 sense to look at the 20/80 percent split in isolation. 

3 I would leave it to the start ae being a sort or hoot 

4 of issues to look at, and then we would work through 

5 it and then at the time it's appropriate to docket, 

6 Staff can do that. 

7 And I see it as although it is related to 

8 the fact that it is FERC who has made changes through 

9 Order 888 into the wholesale market, to that extent 

10 it's related t o the notion of recognizing separately 

11 the transmission cost, I think we have to deal with 

12 transmission cost . And I think we can do it in this 

13 docket, at least we should hear the evidence and make 

14 a suggestion -- make a decision in this case. And if 

15 we feel that we're not 100\ comfortable with it, we 

16 can ask you to put it in a whole other document but 

17 implement the procedure now. But I can see t hat the 

18 two can be separated, and I think the 20/80 split is 

19 more related to what changes, if any, should we be 

20 making as a result ~f competition in the generation 

21 market . 

22 COXXI88IOMIR OARCIAa So you're asking Staff 

23 basically to drop the issue. 

24 COXXI88IOIIBR CLARKa I don't think we should 

25 take it up at this time. I think it should be part of 
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1 a larger investigation and review of the r~lationahip, 

2 of the wholesale market to the retail mark~t. 

J ~~ JOHHBOMJ Staff, did you have a 

4 comment? 

5 xs. PAOGBJ ~es. Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

6 Staff would be willing to withdraw this issue from 

7 this docket and come back to you with a broa der docket 

a baaed on the commissioner's comments. 

9 COXKISSIONBR CLARKI ~ou don't need to come 

10 back with a docket necessarily. This is something I 

11 think the electric and gas section needs to start 

12 looking at. .And quite frankly, I think the utilities 

13 ought to be talking to the Staff about how they think 

1 4 the relationship of the retail market to the wholesale 

15 market should be reviewed given some of the things 

16 tha t have come up. 

17 It doesn't need to be docketed in my view, 

18 but it does have to be something that the Staff needs 

19 to be looking at. If it's appropriate -- if there are 

20 specific changes or recommendations, then you would 

21 docket it . 

22 COkKISSIOBBR GARCIAI That's still a while 

23 down there, I would hope. 

24 ~~ JOHKSOKJ I think what I ' m hearing 

from Staff, and maybe Lealie and Tom can help me, is 
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1 that they do believe the issues are sufficiently keyed 

2 up and that perhaps the docket would be a more 

3 structured approach to continue to pursue them. And I 

4 don't think that Commissioner Clark is saying if it's 

5 not ready, don't bring it to us. She's just saying 

6 let's make sure we have adequately considered what the 

7 issues are, perhaps dona some informal workshopping 

8 with the industry groups, and then if necessary bring 

9 the docket back to us. So perhaps you're both saying 

10 the same thing. Leslie seemed concerned about going 

11 ahead and st.arting a formal process. To the extent 

12 that we're ready, that's fine, but if we aren't then 

13 we need to further develop it . 

14 xa. PAUGBa I'm not quite clear on what the 

15 scope of what our charge is and I guess that would 

16 flesh out from getting with the utilities. 

17 COXIU88IOMD GARCIA& I think Commissioner 

18 Clark didn't mean to make the scope bringing a whole 

19 host o f issues on what is happening in the electric 

20 i ndustry in this docket -- and correct me if I'm wrong 

21 Commissioner -- simply having Staff look at this. And 

22 if there's a problem, to begin to study this as well 

23 as other changoa in the industry, and then, if 

24 appropriate, later on down the line we'll open a 

25 docket and to begin work on it. 
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1 But the charge ia not tor you to c~me back 

2 with a docket on thia iaauo, or on tho broador aspects 

3 that the commi•aioner addr•• •ed. 

4 CBA~ JOKMSOM: Tom, did you want to add 

5 anything? 

6 KR. BALLI~QBRa It 's kind of awkward . I 

7 guess I'm not a witness anymore . (Laughter) 

8 I think I understand the charge. I 'm a 

9 little concerned because in the fuel order that 

10 Mr. Childs pointed out you stated you would deal with 

11 off-system sales on a case-by-case basis on how to 

12 look at the benefits, so that's kind ot -- directed 

13 that way that's the bigge~t po~tion of wholesale 

14 sales, it you will, that we have to deal with. 

15 The reserve ma rgin, I'm missing that 

16 distinction but we are looking at that as well and 

17 other avenues to pursue in that. 

18 COIDCISSIOMBR CLARK: Well, here's how I see 

19 it tied. There 's a great deal ot concern as t o what 

20 you ' re going to be able to sell power at, and nobody 

21 wants to step up to the plate too early to put in a 

22 new power plant. And the way it was presented on 

23 Friday it seems to me that it favors the utility being 

24 the the utility that provides the retail power is 

25 the one that will ultimately put it in. Because you 
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1 keep pushing it out and it gets to the point you have 

2 such a short period of time to put it into service . 

3 The only entities that will be in a position to do 

3 5 

4 that are those who already have sited areas to build a 

5 plant on. 

6 &. BALLI•amu That's been around for years 

7 where utilities have had the upper hand by having 

8 sites already permitted and having the last resort . 

9 so that's why I missed that distinction --

10 COKKISSIOHER CLARXI Yes . But we haven ' t 

11 had competition i n the generation market to the extent 

12 we have it today for years. 

13 xa. BALLIHQBRI That is correct. The reason 

14 we brought this issue up now is that we see it as 

15 separated. It deals with one type of off-syGtem sale. 

16 There has been changes in the market and the most 

17 recant change that we saw was the treatment of 

18 transmission revenues and how that distorted the gains 

19 on broke~ sales. And for us that was kind of like the 

20 last straw . We need to bring this issue up and deal 

21 with it now. It's a separate type of sale than any 

22 other wholesale, like you heard in the TECO case. 

23 It's a unique type of sale. That 's why we f dlt it 

24 would bo importa nt to deal with it now . 

25 But I understand if you want us to go back 
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1 and look at how these all interrelate. And we can 

2 come back to you with a recommendation; if we feel it 

3 necessary to have a docket, we can do that. 

4 COKKISSIOHBR CLARKs or you can state why 

5 you think it doesn't interrelate; that it doesn ' t 

6 interrelate and it's still appropriate at this time to 

7 address the 20/80 split. 

8 xa. BALLIBOERs I don't know if I can make 

9 that argument. I can. I don't know if procedurally I 

10 should. 

11 

12 

13 

CONXISSIOMBR CLARKs You mean today? 

XR. BALLIIIfOERI Yes. 

COXXZ8810~ CLARKs I still don't think we 

14 should take it up today or in this docket. But if 

15 Staff still feels that it should be looked at, I think 

16 we can do it. Start a separate docket and you can say 

17 it's appropriate to deal with this separate from any 

18 other issues that might relate to the r e lationship of 

19 the generation market to the retail market, and here's 

20 what we're recommending and why . 

21 xa. BALLIIIfOBR~ Okay. I think I understand. 

22 COXKISSIOIIfBR CLARKs Okay . 

23 CHAIRXAIIf JOBBSOIIfa Is there a motion then 

24 that we withdraw? 

25 COIOU8SIOJID CDJlCIAs I don't think we nee d 
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1 a motion. Staff has withdrawn that issue . Correct? 

2 

3 

4 withdrawn. 

5 

MS. PAUGH& That ' s correct. 

~~ JOKHSOR& Show Issue 13 then 

CBA1RKAK JOKHSOHs Now, we have s t ated in 

6 Prehearing Order, I listed I ssues 9 through 12 as 

7 issues to be discussed today, and that they would be 

8 briefed and the briefs would be due sometime in 

9 September. I understa nd t hat there 's a mot ion or a 

10 request from OPC and FIPUG that we no t address those 

11 issues today. Is there any - -

12 COKKI 88IOJIER CLARKI I guess my view is I 'd 

13 like to hear more about it today because I think 

14 you 've suggested we ha ve to come up wi th some way of 

15 handling it, at a minimum at the interim, and 

16 depending on what we hear we may be comfortable in 

17 saying this is t he way we think it should be done a nd 

18 we don't need a separate docket. 

19 MS. KAUFMAN& I just want t o g o back a 

20 minute to Issue 13. 

21 Since that issue has been withdrawn, would 

22 it be appropriate to withdraw the testimony as wel l 

23 that relates to it so it doesn't become part o! t he 

24 record? 

25 CBAIIUl.UI JOKHSOJI I Yes . Thank you for 
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1 cl$r itying that. 

2 

3 

KS. PAOGBI We will withdraw the testimony. 

CBAI..a. JOKiao•• All to•timony t hen 

4 related to Iaaue 13 we will show that t hen withdrawn. 

5 MR. WILLISI That would be Mr . Ballinger, 

6 Mr. Wieland rebuttal, Hr . Villar'& rebuttal and 

7 Ms. Branick' s rebuttal as s hown on Page 5 o f the 

8 Prehearing Order. 

9 KS. PAOGBI That's cor rect, Chairman 

10 Johnson . 

11 CDDUIAJI JODSOMI Did we get them a 11? 

12 KS. PAOGBI Mr . Ballinger is direct. 

38 

13 MR. WILLIS I Mr. Kordecki is with respect to 

14 Issues 10 and l 2. There were four total wi tnesses. 

15 CDIR.NAII JOJDrSOMt Okay . Very well. Show 

16 that testimony then withdrawn . 

17 So we will proceed then on Issues 9 through 

18 12 . 

19 XR . BORGBBBI I f I could addre ss that, I had 

20 perhaps had miscommun i c ated. Commissioner Clark has 

21 captured what we 're looking f or exactly. And t hat i s, 

22 we know the Commission needs to reach a decision 

23 today -- or through this proceeding on this isaue. We 

24 just think, though, t hat after hearing some of the 

25 evidence that you get t o day you will perha ps agree 
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1 that it ' s aomothing that raisos eomo ieauos t hat aro 

2 ot a broader oon•equence and may need to be looked at 

3 in a more deliberative time frame . 

39 

4 CBAIRXAM JOHKSOMI Vo ry wol l . Are thoro any 

5 other preliminary matter•? 

6 xa. WILLIS• Thero' s ono other thing 1 

7 wanted to mention. On Page 33 ot the Pre heari ng Ord e r 

8 there 8hould be listed under Witness Branick KAB- 5 as 

9 one ot her exhibits which is an example of a economy 

10 sale by Tampa Electric. 

11 CHAIRKAM JOBBSOH: Could you repeat t hat? 

12 You said on Page 33. 

13 XI. WILLISI On Page 33 of t he Prehearing 

1 4 Order there should be listed an additional exhibit 

1 5 KAB-5. 

1 6 

17 

18 Company. 

19 

CBAIRKAM JOHMSOHI KAB- 5 will be what? 

XR. WILLI81 Ec o n omy Sale by Tampa Electri c 

CHA~ JOKHSOMa Are t here a ny ot her 

20 preliminary matters? Booing none, those that are 

21 going to testify t oday , could you stand and raise your 

22 right hand. 

23 (Witnesaes collectively sworn . ) 

24 CBAIRKAM JOHHSOHI We have listed - - we have 

25 Florida Power tor the firs t witness . 
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1 xa. KoQBBa Florida Power will c~ll 

2 Mr. Wieland. 

3 KARL B. WIBLAMD 

4 was called as a witness on behalf of Florida Power 

5 Corporation and, having been duly sworn, testified as 

6 follows : 

7 DIRBCT BXAKIKATIOM 

8 BY XR. KoGBBI 

9 0 Would you give us your name and business 

10 addreaa, please? 

11 A My name is Karl H. Wieland . My business 

12 address is Post Office Box 14042, St . Petersburg, 

13 Florida 33733. 

14 0 And what is your capacity with Florida PO\.ter 

15 Corporation? 

16 

17 

A 

0 

I ' m the Director of Business Planning . 

Mr. Wieland, do you have a document before 

18 you entitled "Direct Testimony and Exhibi ts of Karl H. 

19 Wieland" that waa submitted for filing on July 2nd , 

20 1997? 

21 

22 

A 

0 

Yes, I do. 

And that document consists of 22 pages with 

23 attached exhibits. Were those exhibits prepared tmder 

24 your direct aupervision or control? 

25 Yes . 
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1 Q And if you were to be asked the queations 

2 that are contained in your prepared teatimony, would 

) your ontwera bl tho 1omo today? 

4 

5 

Yea, they would. 

KR. XoQIII Madam Chairman, we'd ask that 

41 

6 Mr. Wieland's prepared testimony be inserted into the 

7 record as though read. 

8 

9 

CBAI~ JOBBSOKJ It will be so inserted . 

xa. XoQBia And I believe his exhibits have 

10 already been numbered sequentially in the Prehearing 

11 Order. 

12 Mr. Wieland's testimony, with the exception 

13 of exhibits -- Issues 9 through 12, have been 

14 stipulated. That portion of his testimony begins on 

15 Page 17, and I would ask, therefore, that Mr. Wieland 

16 give a summary of his testimony only pertaining to 

17 those tour issues. 

18 CDIIUCU JOIDISONa Very well. 

19 xa. XoQIIJ Perhaps we haven't assigned the 

20 exhibit numbers. Mr . Wieland is sponsoring KHW-1 and 

21 2, and if we could have those marked for 

22 i dentification. 

23 OBAIRXAH JOBBSONr We'll mark KHW-1 as 

24 Exhibit l and l<HW-2 as Exhibit 2. 

25 (Exhibits 1 and 2 marked for identification . ) 
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FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION 
DOCKET NO. 970001-EI 

Levellzed Fuel and Capacity Cost FRr.tmo 

October 1997 tflmuuh M.arch 1998 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF 

KARL H. WIELAND 

a. Please state your name and buaJnesa address. 

4 2 

2 A. My name is Karl H. Wieland. My business address Is Post Office Box 

3 14042, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 

4 

s a . By whom are you employed and In whet capacity? 

6 A. I am employed by Florida Power Corporation as Director of Business 

7 Planning. 

8 

s a. Have the dutle'a and responalbUttlea of your position with the 

1 o Company remained the same since you teat testified In this 

11 proceeding? 

12 A. Yes. 

13 

14 a . What Ia the purpose of your testimony? 

16 A. The purpose of my testimony is to present for Commission approval 

16 the Company's levellzed fuel and capacity cost f~tctors for the period 

1 7 of October 1997 through March 1998. My testimony will also 
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a. 

A. 
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address the effect of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 's 

(FERC) Orders 888 and 888-A on Schedule C broker sales. 

Do you have an exhibit to your testimony? 

Yes. I have prepared an exhibit attached to my prepared testimony 

consisting of Parts A through G and the Commission 's minimum filing 

requirements for these proceedings, Schedules E 1 through E 10 and 

H 1 , which contain the Company's levelized fuel cost factors and the 

supporting data. Parts A through C contain the assumptions which 

support the Company's cost projections , Part D contains the 

Company 's capacity cost recovery factors and supporting data. Part 

E contains a calculation of costs the Company proposes to recover 

during the period for the conversion of one additional combustion 

turbine to natural gas firing. Part F recompute~> the Company's true

up under-recovery balances through September 1997 to exclude 

replacement power costs and related Interest associated with the 

current extended outage of the Crystal River 3 (CR3l nuclear plant. 

Part G provides an example of how Florida Power proposes to treat 

transmission charges associated with broker sales as a result of FERC 

Order 888. 

- 2 -



2 a . 

3 

4 A. 

4 4 

FUEL COST RECOVERY 

Please describe the levellzed fuel cost factors calculated by the 

Company for the upcoming projection period. 

Schedule E1. page 1 of the "E" Schedules in my exhibit, shows the 

5 calculation of the Company's basic fuel cost factor of 1.823 ¢/kWh 

6 (before line loss adjustment). The basic fac tor consists of a fuel cost 

7 for the projectlon penod of 1. 76376 ¢/kWh (adjusted for jurisdictional 

8 losses), a GPIF penalty of 0 .00172 ¢/kWh, a coal market price true· 

9 up credit of 0 .0034 ¢/kWh and an estimated prior period true-up 

1 o charge of 0 .06286 ¢/kWh. 

11 Utilizing this basic factor, Schedule E1 -D shows the calculation 

12 and supporting data for the Company's levellzed fuel cost factors for 

13 secondary, primary, and transmission metering tariffs. To accomplish 

14 thla calculation, effective jurisdictional sales at the secondary level 

15 are calculated by applying 1% and 2% metering reduction factors to 

16 primary and transmission sales (forecasted at meter level). This is 

1 7 consistent with the methodology being used in the development of 

18 the capacity cost recovery factors. 

1 9 Schedule E 1-E develops the TOU factors 1 . 181 on-peak And 

20 0.926 off-peak. The levelized fuel cost factors (by metering voltage) 

21 are then multiplied by the TOU factors, which results In the final fuel 

22 factors to be applied to customer bills during the projection period. 

23 The final fuel cost factor for residential service is 1.827 ¢/kWh. 
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J 

4 

a. 

5 A. 

6 

4 5 

The Commission recently approved a stipulation between t ho parties 

In Docket No. 970261 -EI which resolved all disputed Issues regarding 

replacement power coat associated with the current extended outage 

of CR3. Has the stipulation been Incorporated Into this filing ? 

Yes. Because of the settlement stipulat•on, this filing is based on the 

nuclear unit operating normally both during the projection penod 

7 (October 97 through March 98) and the reprojectlon period (June 

8 through September 1997). Furthermore. the March 1997 true-up 

9 balance and April -May actuels were restated to exclude replacement 

1 o power costs for the nuclear outage. Part F of my exhibit shows the 

1 1 details of this calculation . The column titled ·variance" in each month 

12 contains the nuclear replacement cost on a system basis (line 4 ) as 

13 well a a on a jurisdictional basis (line 6) computed using the 

14 methodology described below. The reduction in interest expense due 

15 to the removal of replacement fuel expenses is on line 8 . Line 1 3 

16 shows the cumulative effect of the monthly adjustments. 

17 

18 a . 
19 

20 A. 

21 

How were replecement power coats for the nuclear outage 

computed? 

The replacement costa were computed using the production cost 

program PROMOD. Actual data for load. fuel and purchased power 

22 prices. and unit availabilities were used in the calculations. ~ROMOD 

23 computes the difference in system costs w ith and without the 

24 nuclear unit. Crystal River 3 was assumed to operate at originally 

25 projected GPIF targets. The procedure used to compute replacement 

- 4 . 



4 6 

co st is the same as has been used in prevtous ropl'\coment coat 

2 determination• before this Commission. 

3 

4 a. Ia recovery of the t32.3 million (retail portion excluding interest) 

5 which the Company Ia enthfed to collect after the nuclear unit 

6 restarts and operates for 14 days Included In this filing? 

7 A. 

8 

9 

10 a . 

11 A. 

No. Rate adjustments necessary to collect the amount over a 1 2 

month period will be made by way of a separate fil ing. 

What Ia Included In Schedule E 1. line 4. "Adjustments to Fuel Coat"? 

Line 4 shows coats for the conversion of combustion turbine unit s at 

12 Intercession City (units 7 · 1 0) . Debary (units 7 and 91. Bartow (units 

, 3 3 and 4). and Suwannee (unit 1) to burn natural gas Instead of 

14 distillate fuel oil, and an annual payment to the Department of Energy 

1 5 for the decommissioning and decontamination of their enrichment 

16 facilities. All conversions except Debary unit 9 have been previously 

17 approved for recovery through tho fuel clause by the Commission. 

18 Florida Power has also converted Debary unit 9 and is asking 

19 Commission approval to recover Its conversion cost as well. The cost 

20 of peeker conversions included In line 4 is $1 ,782.000, the payment 

21 to the DOE Ia $1 ,438,000, for a total of $3,220.000. 

22 

23 a. What Ia Included In Schsdule E1. line 6, "Energy Coat of Purchased 

• & . 



2 

3 

6 

6 

7 

A. 

8 Q . 

9 

10 A. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 a . 

25 

4 7 

Line 6 includes energy costs for the purchase of 60 fv1Wo fr om 

Tampa Elootrlo Company and the purchase of 409 MWs under a Unit 

Power Sales (UPS! ogroomont w ith tho Southorn Company. Capac1ty 

costs for these purchases are incluued in the capacity cost rocovery 

factor . Both of these contracts have been in placo and have been 

approved for cost recovery by the Commission. 

Whet Ia Included In Schedule E1 . line 8. ·energy Cost of Economy 

Purchases (Non·Brokerl·7 

Line 8 includes energy costs for purchases from Seminole Electric 

Cooperative (SECII for load following , off-peak hydroelectric 

purchases from tho Southeast Electric Power Agency (SEPA). and 

miscellaneous economy purchases from within or outside the state 

which are not made through the Florida Broker Systom. The SECI 

contract is an ongoing contract under which the Company purchases 

energy from SECI at 96% of its avoided fuel cost. Purchases from 

SEPA are on an as-available basis. There are no capacity payments 

associated with either of these purchases. Other purchases may 

have non-fuel charges, but since such purchases are made only if the 

total cost of the purchase is lower than the Company's cost to 

generate the energy, it Is appropriate to recover the associated non

fuel costs through the fuel adjustment clause rather than the capacity 

cost recovery factor. 

Has the Compeny Included expenna related to the settlement of the 

Lake Cogan dispute epproved on June 24 7 

. 8 . 



A. 

2 

4 8 

No. Although the Commission has approved the Lake Cogon 

Sottlerr.ent, tho Company haa oloctod to exclude the costs and 

3 benefits of the settlement until the final order 1s 1ssuod and oil port1es 

4 aro in final agroemont that the settlement should move forward. 

5 

s a . 

7 

8 A. 

Please explain the entry on Schedule E1. line 17. RFuel Cost of 

StratHJed Salas. R 

The Company has a wholesale contract with Seminole for the sale of 

9 supplemental energy to supply the portion of their load in excess of 

1 o 689 MW. The fuel costs charged to Seminole for these supplemental 

11 sales are calculated on a Rstratified" basis, in a manner which 

12 recovers the higher cost of intermediate/peaking generation used to 

, 3 provide the energy. The Company also has wholesale contrac ts w ith 

14 Georgia Power Company, Oglethorpe Power Company, and the city 

15 of St. Cloud under which fuel costs are charged 1n a similar manner. 

16 Unlike interchange sales, the fuel costs of wholesale S(:j les are 

1 7 normally included in the total cost of fuel and net power transactions 

18 used to calculate the average system cost per kWh for fuel 

19 adjustment purposes. However, since the fuel costs of the Stratified 

20 sales are not recovered on an average cost basis. an adjustment has 

21 been made to remove these costs and the related kWh sales from the 

22 fuel adjustment calculation in \he same manner that interchange sales 

23 are removed from the calculation . This adjustment is necessary to 

24 avoid an over-recovery by the Company which would result from the 

25 treatment of these fuel costs on an average cost basis In this 

. 7 . 



4 9 

proceeding, while actually recovering the costs from theset customers 

2 on a higher, stratified cost basis. The development of this 

3 adjustment is shown on Schedule E6. 

4 

5 a. 

6 

7 A. 

How we a the estimated true-up shown on line 28 of Schedule E 1 

developed? 

The true-up calculation implements the proposed senlement of the 

a replacement fuel costs incurred during the extended outage of the 

9 Company's nuclear unit. The settlement allows the Company to 

1 o recover $32.3 million in replacement fuel cost, plus interest, after the 

1 1 nuclear unit has operated successfully for 1 4 days. In order to 

1 ' calculate a proper true-up amount for the October 199 7 through 

1 3 March 1998 period, replacement fuel cost.s and associated interest 

1 4 costs which had previously been included in fuel under-recovery 

15 balances repon,ed in the Company's A-schedules were removed, 

16 resulting in a restated May 1997 bAlance of $(2,223.479). (Hofer to 

1 7 Exhibit F for details). This balance was projected to the end of 

1 8 September 1997. including interest estimated at the May ending rate 

19 of 0 .468% per month assuming that Crystal River unit 3 is operating. 

20 The development of the estimated true-up amount for the current 

21 April through September 1 997 period is shown on Schedule E 1 B. 

22 Sheet 1 and summarized on Schedule E 1 A. The current period 

23 estimated over-recovery of $8,880.912 ($47,121,201 being 

24 collected during the current period less $38,240,289 current cycle 

25 under-recovery) was combined with the prior period ending balance 

. 8 . 



so 
of $(18.213. 749) for a total under-recovery of $9,332.837 at tho 

2 end of September 1997. This results in an estimated true-up charge 

3 on line 28 of Schedule E 1 (Basic) of 0.06286 C/kWh for application 

4 in the October 1 997 through March 1998 projection period. 

5 

6 a. 
7 

8 A. 

9 

What are the primary reasons for the projected September 1997 

under-recovery of •9.3 million? 

The primary reason for the $9.3 million under-recovery at the end of 

September Is due to the fact that the previous 6 month 's under-

1 o recovery was amortized over twelve rather the normal six months. 

11 Although the portion of the previous under-recovery attributable to 

1 2 the nuclear outage has been excluded. the remaining non-nuclear 

1 3 portion is reflected in this true-up. 

14 

15 a. 
16 

17 A. 

How waa the market price true·up for Powell Mountain coal 

purchases calculated? 

The calculation was performed in accordance with the market priceng 

1 8 methodology approved by the Commission for Powell Mountain coal 

9 purchases in Docket No. 860001 -EI-G and has been made availahle 

20 for Staff review. The true-up Is based on the difference between the 

21 previously recovered cost of Powell Mountain coal purchases during 

22 1996, and a calculated cost using the market price Index for 

23 compliance coal in BOM District 8 for 1996. as adopted in Order No. 

24 22401. The true-up amount of $606,000 also includes interest 

2:5 through May 1997. 

. 9 . 



a. 

2 

5 1 

Would you give " brief overview of the procedure used In developing 

the projected fuel coat data from which the Company's basic fuel 

3 coat recovery factor was caJculated? 

4 A. 

5 

6 

Yes. The process begins w ith the fuel price forecast and the system 

sales forecast. These forecasts are input into PAOMOO, along with 

purchased power Information, generating unit operating 

7 characteristics, maintenance schedules, and other pertinent data 

8 PAOMOD then computes system fuel consumption, replacement fuel 

9 costs, and energy purchases and costs. This data is Input into a fuel 

1 o inventory model, which calculates average inventory fuel costs. This 

1 1 information is the basis for the calculation of the Company's levelized 

1 2 fuel cost factors and supporting schedules. 

13 

14 a. What la the aource of the system sales forecast? 

15 A. The system sales forecast Is made by the Forecasting section of tho 

1 6 Business Planning Department using the most recently available data. 

1 7 The forecast used for this projection period was prepared in June 

18 1996. 

19 

2o a. 

21 

22 

23 A. 

Is the methodology used to produce the sales forecast for thla 

projection period the same aa prevlouaJy used by the Company In 

these proceedlnga7 

The methodology employed to produce the forecast for the projection 

24 period Is the same as used in the Company' s most recent fil ings, z:nd 

. 10 • 
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was developed with a hybrid econometric /end-use forecas~ing model. 

2 The forecast assumptions are shown in Part A of my oxhlbl t. 

3 

4 Q . 

S A. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 Q . 

12 

1 3 

14 A. 

What Ia the source of the Company 's fuel price forecast? 

Tho fuel price forecast was made by the Fuel and Spoc•al Projects 

Department based on forecast assumptions for residual oil , #2 fuel 

oil. natural gas, and coal. The assumptions for the projecuon period 

are shown in Part 8 of mv exhibi t. Tho foreceated prices for each 

fuel type ere shown In Part C. 

Plene explain the baala for requesting recovery of the coat of 

converting a second combustion turbine untt at Debary to burn 

natural gaa. 

In Docket No. 850001 -EI -8 , Order No. 14646 issued """ Jul·,·. 1985. 

1 5 the Commission addressed charges appropriate for recovery through 

1 6 the fuel clause: 

1 7 "Fossil fuel -related costs normally recovered through 

1 8 base rates but which were not recognized or 

1 9 anticipated in the cost levels used to determine 

20 current base rates and which , If expended, will result 

2 1 In fuel savings to customers. Recovery of such 

22 costs should be made on a case by case basis after 

23 Commission approval.· 

24 Since August of 1996. the Company has converted IntercesSIOn 

2 5 City units 7-1 0, Debary units 7 and 9, Bartow units 2 and 4 , and 

- 11 . 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2 1 

22 

23 

24 

26 

a. 
A. 

53 

Suwannee unit 1 to burn natural gas. The Commisston prevtously 

authorized the Company to recover the conversion cost . •ncludtng 

a return on investment, over a five-year period for all uruts except 

Debary 9. The Company is asking the Commission for the same 

treatment for the second unit at Debary (unit 9). The estimated 

conversion cost for the four units at Bartow. Debary. and 

Suwannee was $7.5 m•llion. The actual cost of conversion was 

$7.18 million. The additional cost to convert Debary unit 9 is 

$734,000 for a net incremental cost of $414,000. Thts 

conversion cost was not part of the cost of the Debary units 

when they were included In rate base as part of the 1993 tost 

year . 

How la Rorida Power propoalng to recover the conversion coat? 

The Company proposes to amortize the $734,000 conversion cost 

for Debary unit 9 over a five year period beginning with tne plant 

In-service date of May, 1997. The same amortization period was 

approved for unit 7 and the units at Bartow and Suwannee. The 

projected cost during the October 1997 through March 1 99B 

period is $113,791 which consists of an amortization charge of 

$73,398 and a return (Including income taxes) of $40,393 based 

on the Company's current cost of capital of 8 .37%. The fuel 

savings for the same period are expected to be $209.000 

resulting In a net benefit to customers of $96,209. During the five 

year amortization period, the convorslon produces fuel savings 

. 1 2 . 



5 4 

with a present value of $2. 1 million which roaulta in a net hanoltl 

2 to cuatomora of t1 .4 million. The above ruel savings woro 

3 calculated assuming normal operation o f Crystal River un1t 3. 

4 These savings will grow after the amortization penod If gas 

6 continues to be available . 

6 A monthly schedule of amortization expenses and projected 

1 fuel savings Is en.eched as Part E of my testimony. 

8 

9 Q. 

10 

11 A. 

12 

13 

Why wea Debary unit 9 not Included In the original request for 

unit 71 

The company took a very conservative approact. in its original 

assessment of gas availability for the Debary site. The Company 

has since become more confident of fuel availability which is 

14 crltlcal to achieving the fuel savings. 

16 

16 Q. 

17 

18 

19 A. 

Why la the Company propoalng e flve·yllr amortlzetlon period 

rather than expenalng the conver•lon oo•t or depreciating It over 

the life ot the untta7 

The Company choat flvt yaara In order to align recovery of cost 

20 with anticipated benefits. The Company is relying on the 

21 availability of interruptible gas transportation for the delivery of 

22 gas to the site becau&e firm (take or pay) contracts are not 

23 economical for a low capacity factor peaking alto. Discussions 

24 with Florida Gaa Transmission <FGT) and a private consultant' s 

25 report Indicate that they expect Interruptible gas to be available in 

13 



liulflclon t quentlly to power the converted units for the ne•t flvtt 

~ Vllrt . The eomperw hopes that some gas will be available beyond 

3 that time which w ill y ield additional savings. bu t wo llollovo et 

4 more appropriate to recover costs during the t1me when the 

5 majority of benefits are expected to occur. Amortizing the 

6 conversion over the life o f the units could burden futuro 

7 customers with costs that do not have corresponding benefits. 

8 Achieved fuel savings will be presented in the semi-annual true-up 

9 filings until the units are fully amortized. 

10 

11 a. 
12 A . 

13 

14 

1s a. 
16 

17 A. 

Have the conversion• been completed? 

Yes. the Company has completed conversion of all nine uni ts. All 

are In operation. 

What 18 the Company propo&lng to do If expected fuel aavlngs are 

not achieved? 

Th6 Company Is willing to esaume the rlak for och lov ln~ tuol 

1 a saving a. If fuel savings during eny annual period are less than the 

19 amortizatJon and return cotta , we will limit cost recovery to fuel 

20 savings and defer recovery of the dlfforenco to future periods. In 

21 no case will the Company collect an amount greater than the fuel 

22 savings, making this a no-lose proposition for customers . 
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:2 a. 

3 A. 

4 

!5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 

16 

16 

1 7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

56 

CAPACITY COST RECOVERY 

How w11 tht Cap1olty Colt Recovery flotor developed? 

The calculation of the capacity cost recovery fac tor tCCRFI is 

shown In Part 0 of my exh1btt. Tho factor alloca tes capac1ty 

costs to rate classes in the same manner that they would be 

allocated If they were recovered in base rates. A brief explanation 

of the schedules in the exhibit follows. 

Sheet 1 : Prolected Caoaclty Payments. This schedule 

contains system capacity payments for Southern Company UPS, 

TECO and OF purchases. The retail portion of the capacity 

payments are calculated using separation factors consistent with 

the Company's most recent calendar year jurisdictional separation 

study as used to support the Company's surveillance reports . The 

estimated jurisdictional recoverable capacity payrnents for the 

October 1997 through March 1998 period are $143,180, 1 34. 

Sheet 2: Estimated/Actyal Trye-Up. This schedule 

presents the actual ending true-up balance after two months of 

the current period and re-forecasts the over/(under) recovery 

balances for the next four months to obtain an ending balance for 

the current period. This estimated/actual balance of$ (8,361 ,9411 

Is then carried forward to Sheet 1 , to be collected during the 

October 1997 ttlrough March 1998 period. 

Shoot 3: Development of Jurisdictional Loss Multipliers: 

The same delivery effic iencies and loss multipliers as presented on 

Schedule E 1-F. 
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Sheet 4 : Calculation of 12 Cp and Annual Ave~ 

2 Qemaod. The calculation of average 12 CP and annual average 

3 demand Is based on load research data from April 1 995 through 

4 March 1996 and the delivery efficiencies on Sheet 3. 

5 Sheet 5: Calculation of Capacity Cost Recovery factors. 

6 The total demand allocators in column (7) are computed by adding 

7 12/13 of the 12 CP demand a !locators to 1/13 of the annusl 

8 average demand allocators . The CCRE for each secondary delivery 

9 rate class In cents per kWh is the product of total jurisdictional 

1 o capacity costs (Including revenue taxes) from Sheet 1, times the 

1 1 class demand allocation factor, divided by projected effective 

1 2 sales at the secondary level. The CCRF for primary and 

1 3 transmission rate classes reflect the application of metering 

14 reduction factors of 1% and 2 % from the secondary CCRF. 

16 

16 a . Pfeaae dlacuu the tncreaae In jurtadlctlonal capacity payments 

17 compared to the prior six-month period. 

18 A. 

19 

20 

The increase In capacity payments from $ 13 7. 6 million in the 

April through September 1997 period to $143.2 mallion for the 

October 1 997 through March 1998 period Is primarily due to tho 

21 escalation provisions in the contracts which take effect in January 

22 of each year, and to the addition of expenses related to the Pasco 

23 Cogan settfement which was approved by the Commission on 

24 April 1, 1997. 

. 16 . 



2 0 . 

3 

4 A. 

58 
GENERIC ISSUE 

What Impact, If any, do FERC Orders 888 and 888·A have on 

Florida Power's charges for economy, Schedule C. broker sales? 

For comparability reasons, these orders require recognition that 

s Florida Power utilizes its transmission system when making off. 

6 system sales. To accomplish this, FERC established requirements 

7 in Order 888 related to two categories of wholesale power sales 

8 agreements . 

9 The first category relates to any new wholesale power sales 

1 o agreement executed after July 9, 1 996. The utility providing the 

1 1 sale must have unbundled charges for generation and transmission 

12 service, and furthermore, If the utility is the transmission provider. 

1 3 the transmission service must be treated as if taken under the 

14 utility's open access transmission tariff. 

1 5 The second category relates to economy sales agreements 

1 6 executed prior to July 9th, 1996. These agreements wore 

1 1 required to be modified by December 31 • 1996, to unbundle 

1 s charges into component parts of generation and transmission. 

1 g This has been interpreted by Florida Power to disassemble the 

20 existing charco into component parts - one represents tho rate 

2 1 being charged for transmission under its open access tariff and 

2 2 the other being the generation charge obtained by difference. 

23 

2 4 a. 

25 

What lathe tmp•ct of FERC Order 888 to a purchaHr of economy 

power from Florida Power? 

. 1 7 . 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A. 

1 1 a. 

12 

13 A. 

59 

For the category of new agreements axecu ted after July 9, 1 996. 

the imposition of a separate tranamlulon charge undor tho 

Company's open access tariff In addition to the generat1on 

transaction price would, o f course. have the impact o f 1ncreas1ng 

the cost of economy power to the purchaser. 

For the category of existing economy sales agreements 

whose charges have simply been unbundled into two components. 

the purchaser would not realize any change In Its purchase cost 

from Florida Power. 

Has the accounting of the Company's revenues from economy 

power lalea changed as a result of Order 8887 

Yes. there Is a change. Prior to Order 888, revenues related to 

1 4 economy sales were recorded in Account 44 7. Sales for Resale . 

1 5 As a result of Order 888, separate subaccounts o f Account 44 7 

1 6 have been established to record the generation and transmission 

1 1 components of the sales. 

18 

19 Q . 

20 

21 A . 

2 2 

How should the revenues the Company realizes from economy 

aaJea be tr81ted In eatabllahlftg rate a for Ita retaU customers 7 

Since the retail customers are assigned in ratemaking the 

jurisdictional portion of the costs of facilities utilized by the 

23 Company In rendering economy sales, the retail customers should 

24 be credited w ith their jurisdictional portion of revenues collected 

2:5 from such sales. Order 888 's unbundling requirement and 

. 18 . 
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1 revenue accounting requirement serves to recogmze that the 

2 revenues from economy aelu havo a functional sen .. ico 

3 relationship, i.e. generation service and transmission service . For 

4 Florida Power, jurisdictional responsibilities of these func tion s aro 

6 different. Jurisdictional responsibility for rotail customers Is 

6 approximately 95% for generation·related and 75% for 

7 transmission·related. 

8 Once the appropriate jurisdictional separation of the revenue 

9 components Is accomplished, the credits to retail customers can 

10 be provided through (i) a current billing adjustment (ill or 

1 1 recognized when base rates are established or (iii) a combination 

12 of these two. 

13 The Company suggests that for the category of existing 

14 economy sales, the appropriate jurisdictional portions of both the 

16 generation and transmission components of economy sales be 

16 treated as a credit to the retail customers' fuel charge. For the 

17 category of new econom'f agreements entered into after July 9, 

1 8 1 996, the Company suggests the jurisdictional portion of 

19 generation-related revenues be treated as a credit to the fuel 

20 charge end the jurisdictional portion of transmission revenues be 

21 treated as a revenue credit when base rates are established. 

22 The above proposal results in similar tratemaking treatment 

23 as afforded retail customers before FERC's u~bundli,-.g 

24 requirement. It varies only by the recognition that the 

2 6 transmission component of existing economy sales revenues be 

• 19 • 



6 , 

treated as a credit on a more proper jurisdic tional basts of 

:2 transmission-related responsibili ty . 

3 

4 a. 

5 

6 A. 

Please provide an example that shows the effect of Order 888 on 

the jurladlctlonaJ separation of economy sales. 

Part G of my exhibit contains an example s!'lowing the 

7 jurisdictional treatment of an economy sale . The example is 

8 divided into three cases; Before Order 888, Existing Agreements 

9 Modified by Order 888, and New Unbundled Agreements. The 

1 o left-most column shows the jurisdictional treatment prior to 

1 1 January 1, 1997. The middle column shows the treatment of 

1 2 existing economy sales agreements, as modified, in an unbundled 

1 3 tariff that is currently pending before the FERC. The right-most 

1 4 column shows the treatment of any now agreements executed 

1 6 after July 9, 1996. 

1 6 For the purposes of the example, Florida Power Is tho se'ler 

17 and has an Incremental cost of $20. The buyer has an 

1 8 incremental cost of $30. The savings are split, so the transaction 

19 price is $26 and the seller's margin on the sale is $5. The cost 

20 of transmission Is $3. 

21 Before Order 888, the entire $5 gain is credited to the fuel 

2:2 clause. Retail customers realize 96% of this amount ($4. 751 and 

2:3 wholesale customers realize 5% ($0.261. The retail amount is 

24 allocated to customers and shareholders on an 80/~0 basis . 

. 20 . 



6 2 
The middle column shows how Order 888's requirement to 

:2 unbundle existing economy sales tariffs changes the way 

3 revenues from these sales are allocated. The net revenue ($5) 

4 from the sale is divided into transmission revenue ($ 3 ) and 

5 generation margin ($2) . The transmission revenue Is allocated 

16 jurisdictionally, so $2.25 (75%) is credited to retail customers and 

7 $0.75 (25%) is credited to the wholesale customers. The margin 

a on energy sales is allocated jurisdictionally as well. The retail 

9 customers are credited $1.90 (95%1 and the· wholesale customers 

1 o are credited $0.10 (5%). Florida Power has tnot changed its policy 

11 regarding crediting the full jurisdictional retail portion of the sale 

12 to the fuel clause. In the example. this is $4.15 ($2.25 

13 transmission + $1.90 margin). For wholesale customers, $0.10 

14 is credited to the fuel clause and $0. 75. the transmission portion, 

1 5 is credited to base rates. 

1 6 In the rlglnt-most column, transmissi,on is unbundled from 

17 the transaction and thus $3.00 is charged separately. The margin 

18 on the energy sale is stlll $5.00. The $!6.00 margin and the 

1 9 $3.00 transmission revenue are jurisdictionally separated between 

20 the wholesale and retail customers . The margin portion is then 

2 1 credited to the fuel clause and the t ransmission portion is credited 

2 2 to the base rates of each. respectively . 
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a . Does the Company's suggested treatment change the basis for 

2 the exlttlng 80%/20% sharing of any gain realized by Florida 

3 Power In making an economy sale? 

4 A. No, It doesn't. The 80/20 split still applies to the jurisdictional 

5 portion of all revenues credited to the fuel clause from oconomy 

6 sales exceeding the jurisdictional fuel cost incurred in mak1ng the 

1 sale. 

8 

9 a. Doea thla conclude your testimony? 

10 A. Yes. 
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1 
(Dy Mr· MoOee) Mr. Wiol~nd, would you give 

2 us a summary of your toatimony, please, as it relates 

3 to the tranami••ion .i•uuos in Issues 9 through 12? 

4 A certainly . 

5 Good •orninCJ, commiosioners. I'll try t o 

6 stay relatively briut . It is quite a complex issue 

7 that we•re doalillQ with in this case. 

a Lot mo tirot of all say that we are, as 

9 Florida power, vi(H-IinQ two separate types of 

10 agreements thot 1\t"O handled somewhe.t differently . 

1 1 There are a(Jroomftn to that were put in place prior to 

12 July of 199G, whic h io really where the majority of 
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1 3 t .he broker aQrftOl\\Ontl that I thinl< is the subject of 

14 discussion hero tAll· They are also agreements signed 

15 after that und r t h so-called open access tariff, 

16 which wa doel with aomowhat differently . 

17 stortinQ, porhaps, with Issue 9, a nd again 

18 if we talk about t ho oxisting agreements under 

19 which -- and r1Qht now all of the broker sales fall 

20 under that -- whot FERC required us to do is to 

21 separate thoao o;ro monts into a transmission and a 

22 nontransmio i on oomponont. So we have essentially 

23 unbundled that and carved out a piece of the 

24 transaction c oot. That is called transmission . 

25 
QOMMX88IONBR CLARKI Mr. Wie l a nd, can I 
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1 interrupt you? I think I've missed something . 

2 WITWW88 WIILAHDI Okay. 

3 COXKISSIO•BR CLARKI I thought broker sales 

4 were just a hour-by- hour sale. 

5 

6 

WITWW88 WIBLARDI They are . 

COKKI88IOBKR CLARXI And you have 

7 agreements --

8 

9 

10 

WITWB88 WIILABDI Yes . 

COXKISSIO•BR CLARKI with them? 

WIT»>88 WIBLAHDI Yes . Any sale, whether 

11 it's a broker sale or long term has FERC-approved 

12 agreements in place . They are basically fairly 

13 standard contractural agreements that specify some of 

14 the terms. 

15 COMXISSIOHKR CLARK I Does FERC still 

16 recognize thooe contracts? 

17 WITBB88 WIILAHDI Yes. We have had to file, 

18 or at least file unbundled tariffs for all of those 

19 agreements in accordance with FERC Order 888. 

20 

21 

COMXISSIOHKR CLARK& Okay . 

WITKBSS WIILAHDt So they have, to my 

22 understanding, a certain jurisdiction over the nature 

23 ot those agreements. 

24 But at any rate, what the -- in summary, I 

25 guess, if you look at the broker transactions per so, 
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1 there haa not been any chango in the way that Florida 

2 Power has provided broker quot01, whi oh t think l• til, 

J Issue 9. In essence, we are stil l quoting the same 

4 increme ntal cost and the tra nsaction price that is 

5 being computed, is the aame as it was before 

6 Order 888. What has changed is we have now carved out 

7 a piece ot that transaction and are calling it 

8 transmission. And I guess the next issue is then wh~t 

9 do you do with this imputted cost , as we call it . 

10 And what Florida Power has elected to do, 

11 and is planning on continui ng to do, is to effectively 

12 treat those revenues much in the same manner as we had 

1J prior to 888. And what that really means is we are 

14 returning this imputed transmission revenue through 

15 the fue l clause in the same manner that we have 

16 betore. The only distinction we're making is the fact 

17 that FERC is calling it a transmission revenue. 

18 There's a somewhat minor detail that says transmission 

19 revenues a nd expenses are given different separation 

20 treatments between the wholes ale and ·t he retail 

21 jurisdiction. They are not exactly the s~me 

22 percentages . So there ' s a minor change in t he 

2 J computation of that that affects these computations. 

24 But as far a s t he basic approach that we've 

25 taken is that these transmission revenues, although 
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1 they are imputed and calculated, are still being 

2 flowed back to the customer as much aa they had 

3 before . 

4 Soma of the other issues that are in place 

5 is what happens to tranamiaaion revenue• that are 

6 charged by a third-party wheeler. That, for example, 

7 would be the case if the City of Tallahassee had a 

8 tran•aotion with Florida Powor and Light and they 

6 7 

9 would wheel through Florida Power. In that particular 

10 instance that has been no change in the treatment of 

11 the revenues or the expenses before or after FERC 888. 

12 So essentially there's been no change. 

13 Then lastly the so-called, what we're 

14 calling as new open access tariffs, if we were to make 

15 some type of sale to an another utility under the open 

16 access tariff , and in that instance we actually charge 

17 a transmission cost on top of the energy cost, so 

18 there's actually additional dollars we collect unl ike 

19 the broker system . 

20 And what wo would -- tho way wo would deal 

21 with those dollars is essentially the same way we deal 

22 with all other transmission revenues . There are 

2) additional dol lar• col loc tod. Go in a general 

24 category called wheeling . Those are treated as above 

25 the line operating revenues and are normally 
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oonaidarad bnea rnta itoma. And we would &uggest to 

2 the extent that we collect additional dollar• tor 

3 transmission that they would be the treated the same 

4 way they've always been. And that concludes my 

5 summary . 

6 COMXISSIOBKR CLARK: And how have they 

7 always been treated? 

8 WI~SS WIBLABD& They 've always been 

9 treated, both revenues and expenses as -- it shows up 

10 in an item called above the line revenues, operating 

11 revenues, and they are typically treated as a -- in 

12 baee rate oa••• rather than oome or the flow-through 

13 clauses. 

14 XR. KoQBB& We tender Mr. Wieland 'for cross 

15 examination. 

16 CROSS BXAXIHATIOH 

17 BY XR. LOHQz 

18 0 Mr. Wieland, my name is Harry Long a nd I'm 

19 representing Tampa Electric Company this morning. I 

20 have a couple of questions to ask to follow up on your 

21 statement about transmission revenues to your summary. 

22 J ust to make sure that I have a clear sense 

23 of what your approach is, when you make a broker sale, 

24 tell me again how do you treat transmission revenues 

25 for retail ratemaking purposes? 
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1 We have boon !'lowing them back th::ough the 

2 fuel clause. So essentially there ' s no changes 

3 coaparod to what we were doing before FERC Order 888. 

4 Q And tor oxiatlng aaloa you would propose to 

5 continue that treatment? 

6 A Yes. Essentially our philosophy is that 

7 while they are called transmission revenues, we 

8 haven't really charged any extra dollars so there is 

9 no additional revenue coming in. And so in that 

10 sense as long as we're j ust carving out something, 

11 calling it a transmission revenue, we would say as 

12 long as that's in place, we will continue to flow 

13 those imputed revenues back. 

14 Q Now, when you make a nonbroker sale, 

15 short- term firm or nonfirm, how do you treat 

16 transmission reve nues in that case for retail 

17 ratemaking purposes? 

and 

18 Whenever we have -- frankly, quite a few of 

19 t .he sales that are so-called existing also_ don ' t have 

20 any transmission carved out, but if we have a sal~ 

21 t .hat • s under a new tar itf but we charge a specific 

22 transmission revenue on, that ' s identified and 

23 actually charged as a separate item, then that item 

24 would just become part of the general so-called 

25 wheeling revenues and be treated as an above the line 
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1 oporating income item. 

2 0 Now, in another instance where you w~eel as 

3 a third-party broker sale, how do you treat the 

4 transmission revenues there for retail ratemaking 

5 purposes? 
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6 A Those are also treated as operating r~venues 

7 above the line as a base rate item. They are not 

s flowed through the fuel clauses. 

9 0 Okay. And finally, when you wheel as a 

10 third party for a nonbroker sale, short-term firm or 

11 nonfirm, there how do you treat the transmission 

12 revenues for retail purposes? 

13 There wouldn't be ony distinction. I think 

14 as a third-party wheeler, whenever you have 

15 transmission revenue, regardless of what the nature of 

16 the sale is, you would treat it the same way. 

17 0 Thank you. Mr. Wieland. 

18 XR. LOWQr Madam Chairman, I have no fur t her 

19 questions. 

20 CBAiaxa. JOKHSOBr Florida Power and Light, 

21 a ny questions? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

KR. CHILDSs No questions. 

CHAIRJOJI JOJDfSONI Gulf, any questions? 

XR. STOHBr No questions. 

CHAIRXAJI JOKHSOBr Public Counsel. 
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1 CROSS BXAXINATIOH 

2 BY XR. BOROB88& 

3 Yes, if I could, Mr. Wieland -- let me a sk 

4 first about Issues 9 and 11, basically the treatment 

5 of transmission costs in these sa les and creating the 

6 transaction fee . 

7 In l ooking at your exhibit G -- your 

8 e xhibit , Part G, I get the impression ... hat \/hat change 

9 would be made is to add $3 to the transaction ; is that 

10 c orrect? 

11 No. You would add $3 to the transaction 

12 only under the third col umn, which is cal led "new 

13 unbundled agreements." 

14 Q Yes. That's what I' m speaking to. 

15 A But the broker sales do not fall into that 

16 category. The broker sales fal l into e ssentially t he 

17 middle column , which i s e ntitled " Exis ting Ag::::-eements 

18 Modified by Order 888." And that's really the 

19 distinction we're making . We 're not charging 

20 additional monies for that . 

21 And when you are wheeling and you make a 

22 wheeling charge to another party, a producer fo r a 

23 third-party user, you bill them on separate i nvoice 

24 for the wheeling tee ; is that correct? 

25 Yea. 
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1 Q Does that not -- does that treatment, the 

2 fact that -- does that not creete a ditf«arc nt 

3 transac tion cost tor what would otherwisu be t h e same 

4 cost of fuel for the user , on the o ne hand buy i ng from 

5 Florida Power Corp but o n the o ther hand buying from 

6 somebody Florida Power Corp wheels for? 

7 Yes. I think it does . I think largely that 

8 is the situation at FERC. I think it ' s trying to 

9 change with this whole direct ion they were going i n to. 

10 Make s ure that transaction is recognized for all 

11 transactions, not j ust those between third parties. 

12 Q But you're saying it woul dn't change for the 

13 broker. 

14 Right. And frankly, this is an area where I 

15 think t here's still some disagreecent, or at least 

16 interpretations , because n o ne of us know e~actly what 

17 FERC is willing to do. 

18 I think you 've had testimony from Tampa 

19 Electric and I don't want to apeak tor t hem, but I 

20 thi nk their underst a nding is, as is ours, that FERC on 

21 on e ha nd has s aid that you cannot increas-e the cost of 

22 t hese economy transactions and at the same t i me they 

23 say but you have to carve out transmission. 

24 So I think FPL, it I under stand them right, 

25 they are actually charging . But at this stage we 're 
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1 not quite sure whether FERC will a c cept that or not. 

2 We've had those tariffs in front ol FERC since January 

3 ~nd they have not ruled on it. Thia i• really an open 

4 iaauo at that atage. And that's the main roaaon why 

5 we have not charged any additional monies on those 

6 type ot sales. 

7 Q Just so you'll know, that's exactly our 

8 point on it. It's very difficult. We're with you o n 

9 that. It's difficult to see what FERC io saying. And 

10 it does create a bit o! a quandry because, at least as 

11 I understand it -- it I can go back and explore 

12 that -- what you're saying ia on the broker then, if 

13 there is a potential user, a potential buyer, they 

14 would they perhaps, under this process, might find 

15 a better bargin in purchasing from Florida Power Corp 

16 even though the actual t uel used by Power corp is 

17 higher than another potential seller because you've 

18 got the transaction tee -- transmission fee 

19 ditterential. Am I correct in understanding that ? 

20 A It I understand you right I th i nk you're 

21 correct . Although as a buyer I'm not really sure you 

22 would care what somabody's cost pieces are . You're 

23 going to take the least price. 

24 Q But it does defeat the whole point of the 

25 broker which is to create an economically efficient 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

statewide usage irrespective of which companies 

customers are actually getting usage, bu t of creating 

the most economical fuel burn at any point in time . 

Does it not defeat that purpose? 

A I think it could under some circumstances 

work against that. As I said, I think that is the 

problem that PERC sees with it. The problem is we 

don't quite know how to get thoro froJD horo. 
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OOMXISSIOIID CLARXI Mr. Wiela~d, you think 

that the PERC order al lows you to treat pricing for 

transmission in a broker system sales different than 

the other utilities? 

WITIS88 WIBLAMDI We ll, our 

14 interpretation and again that ' s subject to final 

15 PERC ruling is that we're not allowed to increase 

16 the cost of a transaction, which means we can't add a 

17 transmission charge on top of it. 

18 co~S&IOKKR CLARKI Would you agree with me 

19 it makes sense for everybody on the broker system to 

20 comply with the PERC order in the same way? 

21 W%~8 WXBLAHDI Absolutely. I th i nk it's 

22 essential for the broker to operate properly, t ha t we 

23 all have the same ground rules to work with. I think 

24 until PERC resolves that issue, I think what I've s een 

25 is the different companies interpret what PERC allows 
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1 you to do and not to do diffarantly . And we're not 

2 really aure who is right. But that•s'just going to 

3 take some time to get resolved. My understanding is 

4 that PERC has not ruled on that issue completely. 

5 Q (By Mr. Burg•••> If on the other hand, 

6 Florida Power Corp in making broker sales did add an 

7 incremental amount for the transmission cost, you 

8 would be in anothe~ quandry of perhaps eradicating 
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9 what would otherwise be a n economical s ale from Power 

10 Corp to a user, if the transmission fee exc eeded the 

11 amount of differential between the decrement of the 

12 purchaser and the increment of the seller? 

13 A And that•a and it' you go back and look at 

14 the baaic philosophy of the broker system when it was 

15 established, the idea was that, you know, if Florida 

16 Power makes a sale to TECO or vice versa, we don 't 

17 incur any transmi ssion expenses. It's already there. 

18 So it didn't make much sense to charge somet.hing that 

19 didn ' t exist. 

20 But I mean it ' s never going to be a perfect 

21 world in that sense, so I think ultimately as long as 

22 we all do it consistently at least that will help . 

23 But clearly, you know , whether you should charge 

24 something only when there's an incremental cost , I 

25 me an that's an issue that just may not really work in 
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1 a world where you're separating all or those 

2 functions. 

3 XR. BURGBSSa Thank yo u, Mr. Wi e land. 

4 That'• all I have. 

5 CBAiaxa. JOKI80•1 Ms . Kaufman. 

6 

7 

8 

xs. KAOFNABa I have no questions . 

CBAIRXAB JOBBSO.I Stat!. 

MI. PAUGII Staff has a n exhibit that they 

9 would like t o provide to the commissioners and parties 

10 before we commence questioning. 

11 This exhibit summarizes the yarious 

12 treatments of the various utilities, and is result, in 

13 part , of categorizing, if you will, the information 

14 that came out of the workshop on Hay 30th, as well as 

15 the testimony submitted by the partiee. It was our 

16 thought that this would provide a picture of the 

17 various treatments by the utilities. 

18 CBAIRXAB JOBllSOBa Would you like for me to 

19 mark it? 

20 

21 

XS. PAOGBa Yes , pleas e. 

CBAIRKA'N JOBllSOBa I'll mark it Exhibit 3 . 

22 Short title Summary of Proposed Regulatory Treatment 

23 of Broker Sal••· 

24 xs. PAOGBs Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

25 (Exhibit 3 marked for identification.) 
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1 CROSS BXAKIBATION 

2 BY XS. PAUQEI 

3 Q Mr. Wieland, whenever you're ready we'll go 

4 on with the questioning, but I didn't want to 

5 interrupt your review of the exhibit. ( Pause) 

6 A I'm just look at Part G of my exhibit and 
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7 comparing it with the second column, and I ' m not sure 

8 that the numbers are exactly the same, so I'm not aure 

9 what the differences are . I think I understand it 

10 enough so that we can probably go ahead and walk 

11 through it. 

12 Q I believe we'll clear that up when we get to 

13 that portion of our questions. 

14 A All right. 

15 Q The exhibit is based on a $30 buy quote, a 

16 $20 sell quote and and $25 transaction price, as well 

17 as a $3 transmission charge . That hypothetical was 

18 developed as a result of the workshop in an effort for 

19 Staff to ascertain information from all of the 

20 utilities from the same fact set as to how the 

21 transmission charges were being treated. 

22 

23 

OOKKX88IONKR CLARKI Have you got FPL right? 

xs. PAUQB& As far as we know we do . Yes. 

24 Does the utility have a comment? 

25 CONXI88IONBR CLARKI I guess we'll got --
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1 when Mr. Villar gets to the stand we can clarify . 

2 xs. PAOOBa If I may proceed? 

3 

4 

5 

Q 

A 

Q 

(By Ka. Pauqb) Mr. Wieland. 

Yea . 

Is Florida Power Corporation a net buyer or 

6 a net seller on the broker system? 

7 I would say as a general rule we tend to be 

8 a buyer more than a eeller. 

9 Q Does FPC's broker quotes prior to FERC 

10 Order 888 include transmission costs? 

11 

12 

A 

Q 

No. 

What costs were included in FPC's broker 

l~ quotes prior to 888? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

I ' m sorry, I didn't quite understand that. 

What costs were included in PPC'e broker 

16 quote prior to 888? 

17 A None . It was purely incremental fuel 

18 cost well, it was purely incremental fuel cost . 

19 Q Were there any O&M? 

20 A Not as far as I know. 

21 Q What costs were included by other broker 

22 members in their quotes prior to the PERC order? 
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23 That I don't know. I mean, my understanding 

24 is that it's full incremental cost. It may in some 

25 instances includ& variable O&M, but I don't know 
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1 specifically how other utilities develop thei~ quotes. 

2 But my undf1'.rstanding is that none ot them included 

3 transmission. 

4 Q Would it have included incremental fuel as 

5 well? 

6 It would be incremental fuel and perhaps 

7 incremental O&M. 

8 Q Was the broker system originally designed to 

9 replicate economic dispatch of the state ' s resourc es? 

10 A Yes, I think that ' s right. 

11 Q was it the i ntent of the broker system to 

12 maximize fuel savings? 

13 I would think so, yes. I believe that ' s 

14 r ight. 

15 Q My next series of questions relate to FPC's 

16 broker pricing and recovery methodology prior t o PERC 

17 Order 888 . Again, for simplicity, we have used the 

18 seller quote of $20, a buyer quote of $30 and a 

19 transmission cost ot $3. Based on our exa~ple of $20 

20 and $30, what would the trans action price for FPC be ? 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

25. 

Of the $25 transaction price, $20 of the 

2 3 revenues would be credited to the fue l clause to 

24 offset incremental production cost of the sale ; is 

25 that correct? 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q 

Lines 21 

A 

Q 

read that 

A 

Q 

A 

Yea. 

I would ask you now to refer to Page 20, 

through 24 of your direct teatimony. 

What pages were those again? 

Page 20, Lines 21 through 24, it you would 

I ' d appreciate it. 

Okay . Starting on Line 21, right . 

Yea, air. 

•setore Order 888 the entire $5 gain is 

10 credited to the fuel clause. Retail customers realize 

11 95\ of this amount, which is 4.75, and wholesale 

l.2 customers realize 5\, which is 25 centa . The retail 

13 amount ia allocated to customer& and ahareholders on a 

14 B0/ 20 baai•.• 

15 

16 

Q 

A 

Would you explain 95\ and 5\ separation? 

That was a separation that automatically 

17 takes place within the fuel clause because all of the 

18 fuel costs are split on an energy basis. And the 

19 energy split between wholesale and retail is 

20 approximately those percentages. 

2 1 Q And t .hia separation occurs also prior to any 

22 other treatment& of these sales? 

23 Yea, because that same 95\ and 5\ split is 

J 4 don~ r or all ooata nnd nll revenuo• . 

25 Q Do juriadictioncl separaticns of profit 
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1 margins occur tor all utilities to your knowledge? 

2 
Well, jurisdictional separation occurs tor 

3 all revenues and all expenses, so I guess indirect ly 

4 all profits as well. 

s 0 Are you aware whether the other utilities 

6 make this initial jurisdictional separation? 

7 A Yea, they all do. I mean, that's the way 

8 the tuel factor works. Most of the costa are 

9 developed on a ayatom basis . And then, you know, if 

10 you l ook -- it you look through the mechanics of it 

11 it ' • automatically divided into retai l and who lesale 

12 piaooa. 

lJ 0 
Thank you . To recap, there ' s a $5 profit 

14 margin under our example; is that correct? 

YO II. 1 5 

16 

A 

0 
Of that $5, ia there a jurisdictional 

1 7 separation based on 95 percent/5 percent? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q How much is this retail portion of the 

20 profit thon? 

21 A Well, I think that was on my exhibit. It ' s 

22 whatever 95' ot $5 is. I think that was in my 

23 Exhibit G. Let me aeo it I can find it again here. 

~ 4 (Pauee) Which would be 4.75. 

25 0 Thank you. Why does tho stockholder 
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ino ontivo como out or o nly t ho 4 . 'I ~ o r thu r oto ll 

2 portion inatead ot the entir e $57 

3 Well, bec ause even the fuel reve nues , the 

4 incrementa l tuel c osts, all of the revenues and costs 

5 are allocated almost automatically between retail and 

6 wholesale jurisdictions. That really is no t anything 

7 new. All of the fuel factors work that way . so by 

8 I mean almost by default since the transactions are 

9 divided 95 and 5, the $5 is automatically divided the 

10 same way. That is not anything new. 

11 Q If we could do a little math here for u 

12 moment , what dollar amount r eflects the 80/20 split of 

13 the retail portion, a nd by that I mean under FPC's 

14 methodology the 95\. So I'm asking for what is the 

15 dollar amount, 80/20 split, of the 95\? 

16 A The 80/20 split would be applied to the 

1 't 4.75. 

18 Q And what dollar amount is that, Mr. Wieland( 

19 (Pause) 

20 A Well, I just notice d I did not make that 

21 calculation here and, unfortunately, I didn't bri ng a 

22 calculator . It would be 80\ of 4.75 . 

23 Q Subject to c hec k, our c alc ulation of that i s 

24 $3.80 . 

25 sounds about right . 
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1 Q All right. Thank you. Assuming the 3.80 is 

2 correct, that dollar amount is then credited to the 

3 retail ratepayers through the fuel clause; is that 

4 correct? 

5 A Yea. 

6 Q We've been discussing FPC as a selling 

7 utility. If prior to 888 you purchased economy 

8 energy, how did you recover the cost? 

9 All the purchased e conomy is recognized as 

10 an expense, recovered through the fuel clause, again 

11 on the same 95\ and 5\ basis . 

12 Q And what amount would that have been based 

13 on our hypothetical? 

14 A If we did what? Purchase it for 25? 

15 Q For $25. Is that your answer? 

16 A Well, t he separation would be that 95\ it 

17 would be recovered from the retail jurisdiction and 

18 through the wholesale. 

19 Q So it would be 95\ of the $25 transaction 

20 price? 

Yes. 

5\ 

21 

22 

A 

Q Thank you. To your knowledge was t he broker 

23 pricing and cost recovery treatment consistent tor all 

24 utilities prior to FERC Order 888? 

25 I believe so, yes . 
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1 Q Mr. Wieland, I direct you now to your 

2 exhibit entitled Part G on the Page 21 of your direct 

3 testimony, your exhibit reflects a price of $25 for 

4 the broker sale under 888; is that correct? 

5 A Yes . 

6 Q Didn't you test i f y earlier that the sale 

7 price was $25 prior to 888? 

8 

9 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

So there hasn't been an increase in 

10 transmission cost as a result of 888; nothing has 

11 changed; is that corr ect? 

12 A That's correct. The transaction is still 

13 priced at 25. 

14 Q Does this moan that tho tranaaction 

15 component of your tariff is not an incremental 

16 transaction cost? 

17 

18 

19 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes . You're talking about t he $3, right? 

That ' s correct. 

There ' s not an out- of-pocket cost that the 

20 company incurs for that . 

21 Q In your testimony example you ' ve assumed 

22 that the transmission r ate is $3; is that correct? 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

Yes . 

Of the $25 transaction price, $20 of tho 
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25 revenue would be credited to the fuel clause to offset 
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1 tho inoromontAl produ~tion cost ot the sale; is that 

2 correct? 

8 5 

3 A Yes. But that ' s not all that gota credited. 

4 We ' re crediting the $3 or at l east the jurisdictional 

5 portion of that as well . 

6 Q Okay. 

7 A And I think that ' s -- not to d igress, l>ut 

8 when I look at the very bottom of the handout that you 

9 had, that shows our gain to the stockholder 

10 inc reasing . I'm not s ure exactly how you got there 

11 but that ' s not what I see h a ppening. 

12 Q Would y ou like to explain what you do see 

lJ happening? 

14 What I see happening i s essentially what t ho 

15 middle column s hows , and as I stat ed in my summary, 

16 we're !lowing back the jurisdictional portion of t he 

17 transmission revenues just l ike we were before . We're 

18 flowing that back through the clause . 

19 

20 

Q 

A 

Okay . 

The o n ly difference between what we were 

21 doing prior t o FERC Order 888 and after FERC 

22 Order 888, the o nly difference -- and it's somewhat of 

23 a subtle one that may be a little c onfusing here --

24 but prior to FERC Order 888 there was no t~ansmission 

25 component . It was j ust -- it' s as if it didn't exist. 
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1 And so the separation was done pu.rely on an energy 

2 basis. 

3 Now that FERC has ordered ua to carve out 

4 and identify a piece of it as transmission, they are 

5 going to furthermore say well, now that you've 

6 identified something as transmission, then its 

86 

7 jurisdictional separation has to be treated along with 

8 all other -- the way all other t ransmission revenues 

9 are split. That's the only thing that has changed. 

10 We have still take n the position that we are 

11 continuing to flow back sot -- applying the 80\ to the 

12 jurisdictional transmission piece of that that we've 

13 carved out. 

14 0 According to your testimony example how does 

15 FPC propose to treat the $5 margin? 

16 Well, what we have, if you look at the first 

17 column, we had a -- we had a jurisdictional margin of 

18 4.75, which is, I believe, 95\ of the $5 we mentioned. 

19 We go through the same excercise other than the 

20 transmission p iece , has a somewhat different 

2i jurisdictional allocation. So now what we have left 

22 over ia 4.15. And what we're doing is that 4.1 5 is 

23 what gets split 80/20. 80\ going to the customer, 20\ 

24 going to the shareholder. 

25 0 Does this treatment that you describe reduce 
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1 the amount of the fuel clause c redit to the retail 

2 customers vis-a-vis the amount that would have bee n 

3 credited prior to 888? 

87 

4 A It reduces it by -- well, essentially 8 0 \ of 

5 60 cents, which is the difference between 4.75 and the 

6 4.15. But keep in mind that the wholesale customers 

7 are going to get the benefit of the other 25\, so if 

8 we did not make that separation, then we would 

9 essentially carve the $3 out and pass back more than 

10 that. In other words, if we passed 95\ of that to 

11 retail customers and then FERC requires another 25\ t o 

12 be passed on to wholesale customers, then you're 

13 dividing ~ore than you h a ve. 

14 Q How would FPC propose the purchasing utility 

15 recover the transmission portion of the $25 

16 transaction cost of the sale? 

17 A What we would suggest that the purchasing 

18 uti l ity should purchase the lowest cost energy 

19 available regardless of what the delivery charge is. 

20 Because, I mean, the ultimate obj e c tive ia to buy the 

21 c heapest power you can, and you don't want to get into 

22 the distinction of saying, well, I'm going to buy 

23 let's say from Tampa Electric Company because they 

24 have very low transmission, and not from somebody up 

25 in, who knows, TVA perhaps, eve n though TVA might be 
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1 cheaper but they have a large transportation 

2 compone nt. I mean , from a purchasing standpoin t you 

3 shouldn't care what the pieces are made out of. You 

4 should only care about what the lowest energy is . 

5 Q I understand that. But my question was how 

6 should the purchasing utility recover the cost in your 

7 opinion? 

8 A They should recover the cost of the energy 

9 delivered, the total purchased price . 

10 Q Should that be recovered through a clause? 

11 A Yes. 

12 Q Which clause? 

t 3 A Which it is now. 

14 Q Which clause? 

15 A It ' s recovered through the fuel clause . 

16 Q Okay. That's where we were headed. 

17 A Let me make a distinct:ion : for economy 

18 sales. That's not necessarily true for other 

19 arrange.ments. In some instances maybe in the capacity 

20 clause . 

21 Q Okay. I ' d like a clarification here. I 

22 believe it was your testimony that the category of 

23 sales, according to FPC ' s methodology, that occurred 

24 off 7-9- 96 do not apply to broker sales . Was that 

2 5 your testimony in terms of the 888 treatment? 
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1 A Yes . My understanding is what FERC required 

2 us to do for existing sales is to unbundle. That is 

J not the same as filing a new tariff for a new type of 

4 sale. That would be under the open access tariff. So 

5 there 's a distinction there. And all of the broker 

6 sales would fall under the category, Existing 

7 Agreements, which the middle column in my exhibit. 

8 Q Based on your answer, would it be fair t hen 

9 to omit the second FPC column on our exhibit? It's 

10 the column labled "FPC after 7 - 9-96 . " 

11 

12 

]1 

A 

Q 

A 

On your exhibit? 

Yes, sir . 

When I look at that I believe that ' s 

14 incorrect as far as what we're doing. 

15 

16 

Q Okay. Thank you. 

COXNISSIOHZR CLARKI Mr. Wieland, 

17 essentially are you treating all broker salea as 

18 exempt from Order 888? 

19 WI~BSS WIBLANDI I don't know that I would 

20 say they are exe.mpt. I mean, we have filed the 

21 existing tariffs and unbundled the.m by FERC order s o 

22 that they are not exempt, but they are not new open 

23 access tariffs . That they simply said take the 

24 existing agreements and identify a transmission piece. 

25 And the uncertainty then is that tor those existing 
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1 agreements, can you or can you not add -- i ncrease the 

2 total transaction price, that ' s the $25 we're talking 

3 about, by adding a transmission component. And t hat 

4 is, I think, where there are some differences between 

5 t .he utilities here. 

6 We believe that FERC's stand was if you 

7 could not i ncrease the cost -- and my understanding is 

8 that that' s TECO's v iew as well as. However, FPL I 

9 think has i nstituted an additional c harge and perhaps 

10 Gulf has as well. But FERC has not ruled on whether 

11 that is appropriate or not . So we're all kind of 

12 waiting to see what is going to happen . 

lJ COKKIBBIOBBR CLARI& But your position is 

14 that all broker sales would not increase in 

15 transaction costs? 

16 

17 Q 

WITBBSS WIBLAHDl Yes. 

(By ... Paugh) We are now handing out 

18 another exhibit. We would request that this exhibit 

19 be marked for identification. 

20 CBAIRXAB JOHHSOBs It will be marked as 

21 Exhibit 4. Short title "No ndiroctly Interconnected 

22 Utility Example." 

23 

2 4 

25 Q 

xs. PAUGBs Thank you, Madam Chairman . 

(Exhibit 4 marked for identification.) 

(By ... Paugh) This document was generated 
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1 by Florida Power Corporation for purposes of the 

2 workshop, it's my under•tandin9. I'd liko to ask a 

3 tow que•tions based on the document. 

4 

5 

6 

A 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

What does this exhibit demonstrate? 

If I underatand it right, l t '• an example 

'1 that shows a transaction taking place between Florida 

8 Power and the City of Kay West where FPL is 

9 essentially a third- party transmission provider. And 

10 then furthermore, it is a broker transaction where FPC 

11 quotes 20, Key West has an avoided cost o! 30, so the 

12 transaction transaction price -- let me look at 

13 this for an minute . I ' m not sure under this 

14 particular example that the transaction price is 

15 correct. 

16 My understanding is that what happens is 

17 that you still calculate a split the savings of 

18 based on avoided cost and incremental cost o! 25, but 

19 a $3 transmission charge is added on, so the price 

20 that is actually quoted to Key West under that 

21 scenario would be $28, not 25 . 

2 2 Q Thank you . Prior to FERC Order 888, would 

2 3 the wheeling charge affect the transaction price? 

24 

2 5 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

How would the wheeling charge be recovered 
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1 by the purchasing utility? 

2 If it's a regul ated utility o f cours e, in 

3 this case Key West I don't believe is but for a 

4 regulated utility the recovery would be through --

5 well, through economy purchase where the full amount 

6 is recovered through the fuel clause. In that case 

7 the amount would be $28. 

8 COMX%88IO.zR CLARKa Mr. Wieland, tell ma 

9 again the quoted price under this Key Weat would be 

10 28? 

11 WITMBBS WIBLAHDa Yes, and I think -- again, 

12 I ' m not that familiar with all of the intricacies 

13 about the broker syote.m. But my understanding is t hat 

14 the selling utility, which in this case would be 

15 Florida Power, would actually tell Key West that the 

16 total price to them to be $28: the 25 split plus $3 

17 transmission fee. 

18 COXKISSIOMBR CLARKa Then they wouldn't make 

19 the s a le, would they, because they'd have to give FPL 

20 $3? 

21 WITVW88 WIBLAHD& No. The sale would still 

22 take place because their cost is 30, so they are 

23 better off buying at 28. 

24 COXJUSSIO.zR CLARKa Okay. So they save $2? 

25 WITHass WiaLAHDa Yes. I n that partic ular 
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1 exa•ple, that'• right. 

2 Q (By •• · Paugh) Mr. Wieland, 1! I could 

3 follow up on that, would the wheeling charge figure 

4 into the gain undor this example? 

5 A The wheeling charge in this example \.:ould go 

6 to Florida Power and Light. Florida Power would get 

7 $25, and so in that instance they would have -- would 

8 have a $5 gain, which would be spl it. 

9 COMXI88IOWBR CLARKI Let me ask a question. 

10 Why aren't you quotin9 them your $23, your cost plus 

11 $3 to wheal? 

12 WI~B8 WIBLAWDI I think they would be told 

13 our incremental cost is 20, so you would look at 

1 4 theirs, they are quoting 30, s o there's a $25 

15 split-the-savings approach, but then they would pay 

16 the wheeling fee for the util ity that's in the middle, 

17 in this case FPL, of $3 which would be added on to the 

18 $25 split the savings. That ' s my understanding as to 

19 how the broker has always worked. 

:w COXXI88IOMD CLARXI Okay. 

21 WITBB88 WIBLAIDI And then after that, FPL 

22 would gat $3 and Florida Power wou ld Qat. 25. ~l or ldn 

23 Power would then take the 25 and say wall, there ' s 

24 been a $5 gain, the difference between 25 and 20, and 

'5 thot ln turn would bo apJit nflor lho nppropr lnlo 
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1 jurisdictional separation 80/20 . 

2 xa. PAUGBa Staff has no further questions. 

3 CBAXRXAB JOHKSO!ls Commissioners, any 

4 turther questions? Redirect . 

5 lilt. JloGBBr No, ma'am. 

6 

7 

CDIRDJI JOBliSOMr Okay . Exhibits. 

lilt. JloGBBa Ask that Exhibits 1 and 2 be 

8 admitted into evidence . 

9 CDIRXAM JOBliSO!lz They will be admitted 

10 without objection. 

11 xa. PAUGBr We would request Staff oxhibits 

12 Exhibits 3 and 4 be moved into the record. 

13 XR. STOWBr Commissioner, we would object to 

14 Exhibit 3 inasmuch as it contains information from 

15 Gulf Power Company that has not been authenticated 

16 through in witnoss and could not be authenticated 

17 through this witness. 

18 CHAIRXU JOBNSO!ls Let's just hold that 

19 until we have had an opportunity to --

20 COXXISSIOHBR GARCIAz Which one? 

21 CBAIRJIAB JOKNSO!lz Exhibit 3. 

22 JIB. PAOGBI ~~e summary chart. 

23 xa. CHILDS& We would also question the 

24 numbers for Fl orida Power and Light company. 

25 CBAIRXAM JOBNSO!ll Okay . We'll then 
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1 withdraw that motion to move it, and we will perhaps 

2 renew it at the end o f the witness ' s 

3 

4 

COJDUSSIOII'D GARCIAI We are admitting 4'r 

CBAIRXAM JOHKSONI But 4 will be admitte d 

5 without objection. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 break . 

13 

14 

(Exhibits 1, 2 and 4 received in evidence.) 

CBAIIUIAII JOHIISONt Let ' s take a -

COMXISSIOKBR CLARit But 4 is wrong, right? 

MS. PAOGBa I ' m sorry? 

COJOUSSIOII'D CLARit Never mind. 

CKAIRXAB JOHIISOBa Let's take a 15- m;nute 

(Recess taken . ) 
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15 CD.IIlKU J OHIISOB1 We're going to go back on 

16 the record. 

17 KR. CBILDSa Chairman Johnson, I believe the 

18 next witness is Mr. Villar. And he has been sworn, i s 

19 that correct? You have been sworn to testify in this 

20 proceeding? 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2 5 

WI'l'JIBSS VIL.LARI Yes, I have. 
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l IOlliO VILLAR 

2 was called as a witness on behalf of Florida Power & 

3 Light Company and, hav i ng been duly sworn, testi f ied 

4 as follows: 

5 DIRECT ~HATIOB 

6 BY ICR. CHILDS I 

7 

8 

0 

A 

Would you statA your name and address? 

My name is Mario Villar. My address is 9250 

9 Wes t Flagle.r Street, Miami, Florida 3 3174. 

10 Q By whom are you employed and in what 

1l capacity? 

12 A I'm employed by Florida Power and Light 

13 Company as Manager of Wholesale Services in t .he Power 

14 Delivery Business Unit. 

1 5 Q Do you have before you a document entitled 

16 "Testimony of Mario Villar, Docket No. 970001-EI," 

17 dated June 23 , 1997? 

18 

19 

A 

Q 

Yes, I do. 

was that pre pared by you as your direct 

20 testimony for this proceeding? 

21 A Yes, i t was. 

22 Q Do you have any changes or corrections to 

23 make to this prepared testimony? 

24 

25 

A No, I don't. 

XR. CliiLDSl Commissioners, Mr. Villar is 
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1 also sponsoring two documents which in the Preh~aring 

2 Order are marked for identification as KV-1 and KV-2. 

CBAXRKAB JOKHSOKs MV-1 will be identified 

4 as Exhibit 5, HV-2 as Exhibit 6. 

5 (Exhibits 5 and 6 marked for 

6 identification.) 

7 Q (By Kr. Chil4a ) Do you have any changes or 

8 corrections to make to these exhibits Mr. Villar? 

9 

10 

A 

Q 

11 t estimony? 

12 

13 

No, I do not . 

Do you adopt this as your prepared 

Yes, I do. 

IIR. CHILDS: I ' d like to have the prepared 

14 testimony o f Mr. Villar inserted i nto the record as 

15 though read. 

16 CBAI~ JOHNSOHs It will be so inserted. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

2 2 

23 

24 

25 
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1 a. 

2 A. 

3 

4 

5 a. 

6 A. 

7 

8 

9 a. 

10 A. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBUC SERVICE COMMISSION 

TESTIMONY OF MARIO VILLAR 

DOCKET NO. 970001-EI 

June 23, 1997 

PleaH atate your n1mt 1nd bualneu addreaa. 

My name is Mario VIllar and my business address is 9250 West Flagler Street, 

Miami, Florida 33174. 

By whom art you employed and In what capacity? 

I am employed by Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) as Manager of 

Wholesale Services In the Power Delivery Business Unit. 

Please deacrlbe your education and professional experience. 

I have a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering and a Juris Doctor degree, 

both from the University of Miami. I have also completed the University of 

Aorida's/Florida Powor & Ught Company's Nuclear Power Engineering Program 

(a four month, full-time, course of study in Nuclear Reactor Engineering, 

Technology, and Balance of Plant) and Columbia University's Execu1ive P.ogram 

in Business Administration. I om a mombor of the Florida Bar, the Federal 

Energy Bar Association and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 
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Additionally, I have completed numerous technical and management courses 

2 during my career at FPL. 

4 I jolnod FPL In 1973 oa an engineer In the Distribution Engineering depArtment. 

5 In 1976, I transferred to the Nuclear Licensing department as Licensing Engineer 

6 for St. Lucie Nuclear Unit No. 2. In 1980, I joined the System Planning 

7 department as Senior Engineer working on special projects (e.g., major 

8 generation and transmission facill11es; proposed regulations). In 1982, 1 joined 

9 the Governmental Affairs department as an Issues Advisor on State and Federal 

10 legislative and regulatory matters. In 1984, I was promoted to Federal 

11 Regulatory Representative to represent the Company's interests before 

12 regulatory, legislative and executive branch agencies, and trade associations in 

13 Washington, D.C. In 1989, I joined the Regulatory Affairs department as State 

14 Regulatory Representative. In 1991 , I became Manager of Regula!ory Issues 

15 and Policies, working on various State and Federal regulatory matters. In 1993, 

16 I joined the Bulk Power Markets department as Manager of Techn1cal Sorvices 

17 and Regulatory Support. In 1996, I became Manager of Wholesale Services. 

18 In that capacity, I am responsible for requirements and non-utility generation 

19 (OF) contracts and for Power Delivery's contract and tariff filings before the 

20 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, including those related to FERC Orders 

21 888 and 888A. 

22 

2 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

a. 

A. 

a. 

A. 

1 0 0 

What Ia the purpoae of your testimony? 

The purpose of my testimony Is to address Issues raised at the Prehearing 

Conference of February 5, 1997, and deferred by Order No. PSC-97-0180-PHO

EI, in connection with FERC's Order 888 requirement that investor owned utilities 

Include the cost of transmission when making Schedule C sales. 

How ahould tranamlaalon coata be acoc,unttd for when determining the 

transaction price of an economy, Schedule C, broker transaction between 

two directly Interconnected utilities? 

Tranamlaalon costs should be accounted for by adjusting the buyer's costs in the 

Broker matching algorithm just like It Is done for transactions between non

directly interconnected utilities. FPL proposes to base its customers' Fuel 

Clause revenues and expenses on the same methodology that has bean in 

existence for years. That methodology results In revenue credits through the 

Fuel Clause based on the delivered price of the generation quoted on the 

Broker. Under FERC's new rules for otfsystem sales that delivered price now 

includes transmission costs. 

Prior to FERC Order 888, transmission costs where not included in the Broker 

price quote for two directly interconnected utilities (e.g., FPL and FPC). 

Transmission costs where only considered in the matching of two r,on-directly 

interconnected utilities (e.g., FPL and Tallahassee) by adjusting the buyer's 

3 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

,, 
13 

111 

15 

16 

II 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

a. 

1 0, 

quote by the tranami&Bion chnrgo of tho lntorvonlng utility A s n rosult of f ERC 

Order 666, utilities are now required to ch~trgo thoma lvft for the uau of theu 

own transmission when making oHsystem sales. The rationale behind this 

requirement is so that transmitting utilities do not have a competitive advantage 

over others that must use the transmitting utilities' transmission system for 

making sales (i.e .. they treat themselves comparably). Therefore. the costs of 

transmission are to be included for Schedule C broker sales. 

Since tho philosophy of the Broker has been that the cost of generation quoted 

on the Broker should reflect the delivered price of that gonoratlon (o.g .. Brokor 

quotes have for years been based on the cost of generation at tho point of 

delivery to another system), FPL is treating its sales to directly interconnected 

utilities In the same manner that all other Broker transactions are treated (or 

following FERC'rs prlnclplos · In o comparablo manner). That Is. matches for 

FPL's Schedule C sales are based on the delivered price of its generation to the 

delivery point with the directly interconnocted l;!lllly Thnt dnllvnrnd pllt'n 

Includes the charge for FPL's transmission pursuant to FPL's FERC filed 

transmission lPriH. Through this methodology FPL's Broker sales are treated the 

same as Broker sales by other users of FPL's transmission s}'·stem. 

tf the cost of transmission Is used to determine the transaction price of an 

economy, Schedule C, broker tranaactlon between two directly 

4 
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2 

3 A. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1 0 2 

interconnl"'Cted utilities, how should the cost of this transaction be 

recovered? 

As described in more detall below, FPL proposes to flow through the fuel clause 

for the benefit of its customers the revenues received for transmission service 

when making Schedule C sales. In order to show the effect of Order 888 on 

Schedule C purchases and sales on the Broker, I have attached to my testimony 

two exhibits (Exhibits MV-1 and MV-2) Illustrating how FPL's delivered price of 

product methodology treats a Broker transaction between two directly 

interconnected utilities both before and after Order 888. Exhibit MV-1 shows the 

purchase side of Schedule C Broker transactions for directly interconnected 

utilities. Exhibit MV-2 shows the sales side of such transactions. For illustrative 

purposes it is assumed that the buying utility's cost of running its own generation 

to supply the next Mw would be $30/Mw. The selling utility's incremental cost of 

generation for sale is $20/Mw. Transmission charges are assumed to be $3/Mw. 

Schedule C Purchases 

Under the process in effect prior to Order 888 and assuming a Broker match 

between these two utilities, a transaction would take place between them at 

$25/Mw (($30+$20)/2). The transaction price and the resulting customer charge 

by the purchasing utility (its regulatory treatment) are shown on Exhibit MV -1 

under the headings "BEFORE" (FERC Order 888). 

5 
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1 After Order 888 transmission costs need to be included in a utility's economy 

2 sales. The effects of the Order are shown on Exhibit MV-1 under the headings 

3 • AFTER". The Broker computer matching would account for these t ransmission 

4 charges by adjusting the buyer's quote by the transmission charge of $3. The 

5 resulting sale would take place at a price of $23.50 (($30.$3+20)/2). The way 

6 the Broker works the buyer in a transaction receives a separate invoice for 

7 transmission, thus the total cost to the purchaser is $26.50 ($23.50 + $3 

8 transmission charge). This total cost is reflected in the regulatory treatment for 

9 recovery of these charges in Exhibit MV-1. 

10 

11 Schedule C Sales 

12 Exhibit MV-2 shows the $818$ ~de of a Broker transaction between the same two 

13 utilities. Prior to Order 888, the transaction would take place at the same price 

14 of $25 discussed before since there was no charge for transmission. The seller 

15 would receive revenues of $25 and incur costs of $20 for a gain of $5. The 

16 regulatory treatment of this gain for both customers and seller are shown 1n 

17 Exhibit MV-2 under the headings "BEFORE". In this example. $4 (80% of the 

18 gain) would be credited to customers through the Fuel Clause and $1 (20%) 

19 would be retained by Seller. 

20 

21 As described above, after Order 888 the transaction price would be $23.50 and 

22 the Seller would separately receive $3 for transmission. FPL proposes to credit 

6 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

a. 

A 

1 0 4 

the transmission revenues for these transactions to its customers through the 

Fuel Clause (i.e. , FPL does not propose to either retain these revenues "above 

the line• as wother revenues", or to treat them as part of the "gain" on the sale 

and retain 20%). This is shown in the "AFTER" column in Exhibit MV-2 where 

the $3 for transmission are treated as a direct credit and 80% ($2.80) of the 

$3.50 gain is also credited to customers. In this case the seller would retain 

$0.70 (20%) of the $3.50 gain. 

How ahould tranemt .. lon coats be accounted for when determining the 

transaction price of an economy, Schedule C, broker transaction that 

requlrea wheeling between two non-directly Interconnected utilities? 

FPL proposes no change in the manner in which transmission costs are 

accounted for by the Broker for transactions between non-directly interconnected 

utilities. Since about 1981 the Broker has treated the transmission costs of the 

intervening utility as part of the costs incurred to deliver the generation to the 

buyer. Accordingly, the Broker adjusts the buyer's quote to recognize these 

costs. The adjustment is done in the same manner described in Exhibits MV-1 

and MV-2 for "AFTER" transactions. The introduction of the transmission cost 

of the intervening utility does result in a change in the transaction price from that 

shown in Exhibits MV-1 and MV-2, however, the dollar difference between the 

total cost of the transactions before and after (Order 888) is the same as that 

presented for two directly interconnected utilities. As has always been the case 

7 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

a. 

A. 

a. 

A. 

1 0 5 
with the transmission charge by the Intervening utility. the transmission revenues 

received by such utility are not part of that utility's Fuel Clause filing as it did not 

have a Schedule C transaction. 

If the cost of transmission Is used to determine the transaction price of an 

economy, Schedule C, broker transaction betwun two non-directly 

Interconnected utltltlea, how should the cost of thla transaction be 

recovered? 

FPL again proposes no ohnngo In tho current regulatory treatment of thnnn 

ooata. Transmission costs paid to lni~HvPnlnu ulllllles are part of the total cost 

of $ohodule C transactions and should continue to be recovered through the 

Fuel Clause. 

Does this conclude your tettJmony? 

Yes, it does. 

H 
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1 (By llr. Childa) Would you pl~AAP Allmmnriu• 

2 your direct testimony? 

Qood att•rnobn, Commia•ionera. My t~sti~ony 

4 addresses FPL's proposed treatment ot tranamiaaion 

~ r ovonuoa on oaaoc iated wi t h FPL ' • Schedule C sales. 

6 riRC Order 800 i iUUid in l~Y6 required 

7 utilities to unbund le their oxiating economy 

8 coordination agreements and to take service tor their 

9 own Sche~uled C sales under FPL's transmission tar i ff. 

10 This requirement is designed to eliminate or 

11 reduce any competitive advantage that a transmitting 

12 utility such as FPL may have over other utilities that 

13 must uae FPL ' • transmission system to make sales. The 

14 requirement includes an appropriate charge tor aorvic o 

15 under the tariff. 

1 r, Hy I ar.al I mu 11y u u ll t.A l11a t.wu oxh 11.>1 t.ti, 

17 illustrating the ettecta ot Order 888 on Sohodulo c 

18 tr.ansactions and PPL'a proposed regulatory treatment 

lQ r or both purohn•• and •aloa on tho broker . 

20 PPL's propoBal ie •imploa i• to flow 

21 through the fuel clause tor t ho benefits o! ita 

~:l uu• tomora the ravonuoo rocoived t or tranamiaaion 

23 service when making Schedule C sales . 

24 That concludes my summary. 

~~ xa. CHILD81 Wo tondor Mr. Villar for c roso 
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1 e)Cnmi"'ltlon . 

2 CDIRDJI JOUSOJII Okay, T!CO Any 

3 que.ationa? 

4 o. LONOI 'l'hnnk you, Madam Chai rman. 

5 CROSS B~BATIOJI 

6 IY D. LOJfQI 

7 Q Mr. Villar, good a!tornoon. I just have a 

8 couple of questions tor you. 

9 Firat of all, just tor purposes of 

10 c larification , at Page 3 o! your direct testimony, the 

11 paragraph beginning at Line 10 you describe your 

12 proposal. You call it a proposal. And I guess what I 

13 want to pin down is whet.her the methodology that you 

14 describe in your dire ct testimony is a methodology 

15 that you are c urrently employing, or is it one that 

16 you would propose to employ at some point in time? 

17 A My testimony was intended to describe what 

18 FPL is doing with the transmission revenues and how do 

19 we propose to flow through those revenues. 

20 The methodo l ogy that was described there was 

21 i ntende d to track what t he broker was doing and the 

22 way the broker was handling transactions. It was not 

23 intended as to a specific methodology by FPL. Ma ybe 

2 4 the methodology would have not been the right word t o 

25 use. 
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1 Q Just so I understand, are you saying ~hat 

2 the methodology that you describe in your direct 

3 testimony i o not the methodology that you're currently 

4 using tor broker sales? 

5 A No. What I'm saying is what FPL is 

6 currently doing is - - you 're focusing on the word 

7 " methodology ," and what I ' m saying is my testimony 

8 describes what FPL is doi ng with the transmission 

9 revenues associated v ith Schedule c sales. 

10 COXKXSSIOHBR GARCIAI Let me mak~ sure I 

11 understand, what word are you focusing on? Are you 

12 focusing on 

13 xa. LOBG1 Commissioner, let me be clear. 

14 In Mr. Villar 's exhibits he has a calculation for 

15 Schedule c sale, which results in a broker price, 

16 according to his calculations, of $23 . 50 . And the 

17 question that I ' m asking is whether the calcula tion 

18 t nat appears on that exhibit is the calculation that 

19 FPL is currently using now, or are they proposing to 

20 use this methodology at some point in the future? 

21 WITWBSS VILLARI With that clarification, 

22 counsel, the methodology inc lude d i n the exhibit is 

23 the methodology that FPL was using . 

24 XR. LOBGI Thank you . 

25 Q (By xr. LOD9) NOW, Mr . Villar, when yo u 
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1 make a broker sale , can you just go over with me how 

2 you treat the transmission revenues from that s ale for 

3 retail ratemakinq purposes? 

4 A The transmission revenues associated wi t h 

~ tho Schedule C sales are c r edited through the ! uel 

6 clause . 

7 

8 

9 

Q 

A 

Q 

I 'm sorry? 

They are credited through the fuel clause . 

And when you make a nonbroker sale, 

10 short-term !irm or nonf irm, how do you treat any 

11 transmission revenues that s tem from those sales for 

12 retail ratemaking purposes? 

13 A They are c r edited to operating revenues . 

14 Q Okay . And when you wheel as a third party 

15 for a broker sale , how do you treat any transmission 

16 revenues 

17 I ' m sorry, counselor . The prior question 

18 ~o~as I thought it was for trans mission service? 

19 That ' s what you were saying? 

20 

21 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

A non-FPL sale . We were just providing 

22 transmission. 

23 Q Just to make sure we ' re c l ear let me go bac k 

24 to t hat previous question. 

25 Okay . 
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1 Q When you make a nonbroker sale, either short 

2 term or nonfirm, how do you account for any 

3 transmission revenues that result from that sale ~or 

4 retail r atemaking purposes? 

5 

6 

7 

Q 

A 

A nonbroker sale . 

Yes. Short-term firm? 

I'm sorry. I misunderstood the question. 

8 That's a FPL sale . FPL treats the revenues associated 

9 with transmission by flowing it through capacity cost 

10 recovery clause where there is a capacity cost 

11 recovery clause issue. 

12 

13 

Q Okay. 

COXKISSIOHKR CLARX: Mr. Villar, would you 

14 speak more slowly and louder . 

15 

16 Q 

WX~SS VILLAR& Certainly. 

(By Mr. Long) When you wh~el the t h ird 

17 party for broker sale, how do you treat any 

18 transmission revenues gained the re for r e ta i l 

19 ratemaking purposes? 

20 Those reve nues are treated as operating 

21 revenues. 

22 Q Now, that's essentially the example on the 

23 exhibit that Staff introduced and questioned tbe FPC 

24 about; i s that correct? 

25 I can't see the exhibit from here, 
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1 counselor. I'm sorry . 

2 XR. CBILDSt Could we have them identify 

3 that by number so it's clear? 

4 

5 

6 

7 Q 

CBAIRXAB JOHHSOHt Exhibit 4? 

XR. LOJIGI I think it ' s Exhibit No.4. 

XR. CHILDS: Thank you. 

(By Mr. Lonq) Mr. Villar, my question was, 

8 as you seo in this example, FPL collects $3 in 

9 transmission revenue for third-party wheeling . So in 

10 your answer to my last question, this is the same 

11 situation? In the $3 transmission revenue that ' s 

12 shown in this example, you would credit to operating 

13 revenues above the line; is that correct? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

That's correct . 

Now, in a fourth situation where you wheel 

16 as a third party for a nonbroker transaction, either 

17 short-term firm or nonfirm, how would y ou tre at 

L8 transmission revenues in that situation for rstail 

19 ratemaking purposes? 
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20 KR. CBILDSt Pardon me . I'm sorry. I don ' t 

21 understand the distinction between that and the last 

22 one you gave, which was third-party wheeling. 

23 KR. LOJIGI Well, the last example 'lt'as 

24 third-party wheeling tor a broker transaction. This 

25 question is third -party wheeling tor a nonbroker 
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1 transaction, either short-term firm or nonfirm. 

2 

3 

4 

XR. CBILDSI Thank you. 

WI~SS VXLLARI The answer is the same. 

(By Kr. Lonq) So the transmission revenues 

5 would be credited above the line to ope rating 

6 revenues? 

A 

Q 

That is correct . 

Thank you , Mr. Villar. 
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7 

8 

9 KR. LOBGI Madam Chairma n, I have no further 

10 questions . 

11 COXKISSIOBKR CLARKI Can I ask Mr. Villar t o 

12 do something? Just so I'm c lear, can you go back 

13 in some instances you do it through the capacity 

14 clause. 

15 

16 

WI~SS VILLARI Yes, that's correct. 

COKKISSIOBBR CLARKI Did you understand 

17 M.r. Long to describe f our different situations? 

18 WITBBSS VILLARI Did I understand Mr. Long 

19 to describe what? I ' m sorry. 

20 COMXISSIOKBR CLARKI Four different types o f 

21 salea. 

22 WI~se VXLLARz I think he d e s c ribed a 

23 broker sale. I think he d e scribed a nonbroker or a n 

24 off-broker economy, opportunity type sale, whi c h might 

25 include a capacity component or it might be flowed 
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1 through the c lause. And then I think he talked about 

2 two different transmi ssion services, one !or a 

J Schedule c tran•aotion tor •oaoone •l•• and a 

4 nonbroker transmission service being provided tor 

5 another party. The first two a r e being flo wed 

6 through , the second are not . The second are being 

7 c redited to drop --

8 COXK%88IO..a CLARKI So you only understood 

9 him to describe three different types of sales? 
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10 WX~SS VILLARI I thought he had four . One 

11 was a Schedule C sale, the second one was an 

12 off-broker sale. 

13 

14 sale? 

15 

16 

COKXISSIORBR CLARK: Schedule C is a broker 

wx~s Vl:LLARI That is correct. 

COXKI88IOMIR CLARKI Where you're not the 

17 seller or t he powe r, you're just the transmitter? 

18 WITKB88 VILLARI No . The first one that he 

19 desc ribed was an FPL; how do we t r eat whe n FPL makes a 

20 Schedule C sale; how do we treat the transmi~sion 

21 revenues associated --

22 CO~SSIORKR CLARKI Okay. And that goes 

23 through t he fuel clause . 

24 WI~SS VILLARI That is c orrec t. 

25 COXIIISSIOMD CLARKI And what was the second 
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1 thing he doaoribod ? 

J WITMB88 VILLARI When FPL makes a n 

3 ott-broker aale, that FPL also receives transmission 

4 revenue. For example, we have a tarirr No . 1 ro r 

~ • alea by FPL. Those costs and revenues aro flowed 

6 through the capacity cost recovery clause. 

7 COKKXD810-.R CLARKI That's whoro you're 

a both the transmitter and the s upplier or the --

9 

10 

WITIIII VILLARI Correct. 

COMMI81IOMRA o r.as.a 1 1\ ru l l.ha l y o ue through 

11 the capacity c ost recovery. 

12 

13 

Wl~ll VILLARI Cort ect. 

COXKISSIO.aR CLARll And what was the thi r d 

14 thing he described? 

15 WITMBBB VILLARI The other two were 
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16 provisions or transmission service by FPL. FPL is not 

17 m.aking a sale of generation in that case . 

18 COXKI88IOWIR CLARKI Not making 

19 WITMB88 VILLARI It ' s not making a sale of 

20 genera tion. 

21 

22 transmitting? 

23 WI~88 VILLARI Merely providing 

24 transmission tor other partios. And ho posited t wo 

25 dif f erent examples; one in whic h FPL was a transmi tter 
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1 for a Schedule C aale that aomeone a lae was making and 

2 one where PPL was being a transmission provida r for a 

j ft6tllfdh• t1ula fl6hedul• C ull t hat to•euu• •h• wu shw 

5 COXKISSIOBKR CLARXI We ll, the one i s the 

6 broker sales where you're just transmi t ting? 

7 WITWBSS VILLARI What was that? I ' m sorry. 

8 COKKISSIOBBR CLARKI The Schedule C sale is 

9 a broker sale, and when you make it tor transmitter 

10 broke r sale --

11 WITWBSS VILLARI I am j ust a transmitting 

12 utility; that's a l l? 

13 COXKI88IQNBR CLARKI Right. And you c red i t 

14 the $ 3 to just general revenue? 

15 WITWBSS VILLARr Correct. 

16 COXKISSIOND CLAR.l(t And wha t was the las t 

17 example? \'lhere it is a no n --

10 

19 

WIT•••• VILLARI I t woo o no nbroko r o nlo . 

COXXI88IOBBR CLAR.l(z Othe r than a 

20 Schedule C? 

21 WITBB88 VILLARs Other than a Sche d u l e C. 

22 That's correct . 

23 COMMISSIOBD CLARKI And how is that 

24 c redited? 

2'5 WI~SS VILLARI As i t ' s also c r ealted a s 
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1 operating revenues. 

2 

3 

COXKISBIO.aR CLARKs Okay. Thanks. 

CBAXRXAM JOBXSOHt Public Counsel. 

4 CROSS BZAMIHATION 

5 BY XR. BURGBSSs 

6 Q Kay I ask you with regard t o the 

7 transmission fee on a Schedule c sale when Ylorida 
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8 Power & Light is the purchaser, how is the recovery of 

9 the cost? 

10 

11 

12 

Q 

A 

13 clause. 

whon FPL is tho purc haser? 

Yea. 

The costs are flowed t hrough the fuel 

14 Q The coats are flowed through the fuel clause 

15 when you're a purchaser, but in the same type of 

16 transaction if you are the transmitting utility for 

17 two other utilities, you put that revenue in O'K? 

18 A It's a different type transact i on. We're 

19 not making a sale in that regard. In the case where 

20 we're providing transmission service, the revenues 

21 associated with transmission that a -- transmiss ion 

22 that FPL provides are included in determinat ion o f 

23 base rates when you do go f or a rate case. 

24 Q Nevertheless, there's not a symmet ry in h ow 

25 the cost is recove red by the customers o f the 
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1 purchasing utility, is there? If all companies in the 

2 state do it that way , then there ' s not a symmetry when 

3 the customers are needing to purchase t he wheeling 

4 service in order to obtain the lesser expensive fuel? 

5 That's not symmetrical with how the transmission 

6 revenues are reflected in the selling -- when you're a 

7 provider of the wheeling serv ice, is it? 

8 KR. CBILDSI Excuse me. I do not understand 

9 that question. 

10 Q (By Kr. Burgess ) Do you understand that 

11 question? 

12 

13 

14 

A No, I don't . 

COXK%88IOHBR CLARKs Neither do I. 

(By xr. Burgess) Let me start with the 

15 proposition that Florida Power & Light is providing 

16 transmission service for two noncontiguous utilities 

17 so that a broker sale can be made. 

18 My understanding of your statement was that 

19 that revenue then goes into base rate revenue; is that 

20 correct? 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

It credits t o operating revenues. 

All right . Now, when Florida Power & Llght 

23 purchaaea -- or at least in your understanding of the 

24 way t .he treatment wo uld be statewide -- if there is a 

25 purchasing utility that needs to purchase wheelihg 
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1 service in order to transact on the broker, that the 

2 costs associated with that, recovering that cost, is 

3 something that is done through the fuel adjustment 

4 clause of that purchasing utility? 

5 A Are you saying FPL is purchasing? 

6 

7 

Q 

A 

8 system? 

9 

10 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

And there's wheeling through someone else's 

There is a wheel i ng tee associated with it. 

The cost recovery through the fuel clause 

11 should be reflected with all thQ costs incurred in 

12 purchasing the power. 

13 COXKISSIOWBR CLARKI Yes. It would go 

14 through the fuel --

15 

16 Q 

17 issues 

W~T5888 VILLARI Through the fuel clause. 

(By Mr. Burgeaa) Thank you. Now going to 

well, let's take Issue 9, then, with regard 

18 to the proper treatment with the examples etaying 

19 with the example of $30 decremental cost for the 

20 purchasing utility and $3 transmission cost, but 
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21 changing somewhat the example; and let ' s say ther~ 's a 

22 $28 fuel cost, incremental fuel cost, for a potential 

23 seller on the broker. 

24 Under the way that you are suggesting, or 

25 that Florida Power Light is treating that, that 
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1 transaction would not be made, would i~? 

2 A Are you referring to the example shown in 

3 one of my exhibits? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, with the 

With the --

-- change in the -

With the --

-- $20 incremental fuel cost to the selling 

9 utility or potential seller of energy, it is a $28 

10 cost? 

11 A I don't know if the t ransaction wou ld take 

12 place . The broker had certain minimums included in 

13 it. If there's not enough of a differential, it will 

14 not let the transaction take place. 

1 5 Q Wel l, under t h e example , it couldn' t, could 

16 it? If you've got $28 incremental fuel cost, $30 

11 9 

17 decremental fuel and $3 tra nsmission, it just wouldn ' t 

18 take place . 

19 Well , you still havo $27 -- you would take 

20 28 as a -- that's the seller ' s -- I'm sorry -- the 

21 buyer ' s a vo ided cost . Did you say buyer or seller? 

22 

23 an 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

Q 

The buyer ' s decremental fuel cost is $30 as 

And you want to change that to 28? 

No, no. Keep that at 30, keep t h e 
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1 transmission cost at 3, and change the seller's 

2 incremental fuel cost to 28 . 

3 

4 

5 

6 

.. 
Q 

.. 
Q 

It shouldn't take place. 

It should not take place? 

No. 

Does that not counter the purpose that ' s 

7 been stated for the broker, and that is that at any 

8 given time, the most economic fuel be burned for the 

9 provision of energy? 

10 

11 

A 

Q 

I don ' t think so . 

Please explain how it would -- how it would 

12 be consistent with the broker . 

13 A I think you need to take into account all 

14 costs of the power, what the delivered cost of that 
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15 power ia; and if that includes not only th~ generation 

16 cost or the incremental cost of the generation, you 

17 should also take into account any transmission losses 

18 that might be associated with it, any intervening 

19 system costs that might be around. Just the tac t that 

2 0 you have a cheap generator somewhere but it c osts yo u 

21 a lot money to bring that power down means the 

2 2 transac tion should not take place . 

23 Q Do I understand you to be saying, then, t ha t 

24 you're underatand i nq tho t r ansmissi o n costa , all tho 

25 transmission costs in these examples and tor the 
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1 purpose ot calculating the transaction price, you are 

2 considering the transmission cost to be inc remental t o 

3 the transmittin9 utility? 

4 Let me change that. My understanding was 

5 that these were capital costs that are already sunk 

6 and that we're aimply allocating them; this is a 

7 method of allocating them to t he proper users. 

8 A FERC says those costs must be recognized; 

9 that you should place yourself in the same position as 

10 if you were any other user of your transmission 

11 system. So those are c ost s that need to be 

12 recognized . 

13 But they are not incremental costs. In 

14 other words , if the sale wasn't made, the $ 3 in this 

15 example wouldn ' t be saved by the potential selling 

16 utility, would it? 

17 A It would not be saved? I ' m no t sure I 

18 understand the question. 

19 Well, if there are incremental costs and you 

20 don ' t make the sale, then you save thoae coata ; is 

21 that correct? 

22 I would assume so. 

23 Q But, it on the other hand, there ' s simply an 

24 allocation of already sunk capital costs, then you 

25 don't save them when you make the sale. Am I correc t 
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1 in that? 

2 I don't see how you save the cost. I ' m 

J sorry. I guess that's the part that I'm 

4 Q I think I agree with you. You don't s ave 

5 the COPt S Wh en YOII d Pil ' t- mRIIP th., q"lo 

6 When you transmit and make a wheeling charge 

7 to somebody, do you charge only the incremental cost , 

8 the additional, actual inoremental coats that are 

9 placed o n FPTJ 's syl"tPm I'P "' t·o a llll .. r Lila La Attcotullllt:H O II 

10 or 

11 

12 

l3 

14 

a 

Q 

a 

Q 

Mo. 

-- do you add • capitol component? 

You allocate coat. 

Okay. Then doean•t that mean that it.you 

15 don't aake the aale , you don't aave thoae capital 

16 coata? Tboae capital coat• exiat regardleaa of 

17 vhether the aale 1a ude. Aa I correct in that 

18 

19 

a 

Q 

The fixed coata are fixed . 

So in thia case, in the exaaple that I ' a 

20 ueing vith the $28 inoremantal tual coat, if the aale 

~ 1 i• nut ••de , the total aoat aggregately to Florida 

22 utility uaer• -- aaauaing theae are all Florida 

23 ouatoaera -- the total coat made ia higher than it the 

24 aale were aade under that example? 

~5 a Not neceaaarily. There are other aellers 
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1 out there. 

2 ('OMMt88lOJID CltiPKI Mr. Villar, in that 

3 exaaple the anawer is yea, t.n•t it? Let ae put it 

4 thia way. Before we had FERC Order 888, the aal.:J 

5 would have been .ada between the two utilities. 

6 WltitU8 vtLL&Jll With that kind or 

7 differential, I don't think ao , but I'll aaeWile that 

8 it would. 

g CC*iltlllonl cn.aua W then by requiring 

10 you to add a transaction coat, that mean• the aale 

l ! won't be aade; and aa a result, the utility that is 

12 would have sold it is not selling it, ao they loae 

13 that addition to their revenue• 

14 WI~ VILLARI That ia correct. 

15 COMIIIIIOIIa CLaRKI -- and the buying 

16 utility pays more because they run more expenaive 

17 generation, so the ratepayers ot both companiea lose. 

18 U'l'IIU8 VILLDI In that isolated instance, 

19 1es, I would agree with you. 

20 xa. 8uaGB881 Thank you, Comaissioner. 

21 Q (By ~r. aar;eaa) By the way, we have taken 

22 a poaition that's almoat exactly ao Florida 

23 Power ' Light'•· But this gets to the whole iaaue or 

24 thia being a very, very difficult balance to r each 

25 because you've got two conflicting goals, and let me 
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1 go to the other. 

2 As I understood your coJillllent earlier, 

3 PERC 888, the priaary purpose was to create a level 

4 playing field tor a company that baa sales to make but 

5 needs tranamiaaion of a utility to m.ake the11; is th.a t 

6 correct? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A 

0 

A 

0 

Those a.re your words. 

Did you not say --

I didn't say •level playing field." 

Okay. What is the purpose of PERC 888 and 

11 the requir-nt of unbundling and creating a separate 

12 charge for tran .. iaaion? 

13 A I think Order 888 bad a number of goals and 

14 objectives that PERC baa enumerated at different 

15 times, one of which was to make sure that, one, the 

16 utility did not have a competitive advantage by virtue 

17 of ignoring transmission coats on its own system. 

18 0 Yes. That's better put, and I appreciate 

19 that. 

20 If you have a situation under your suggested 

21 calculation of transaction price, what would be the 

22 result if -- with the example that the numbers being 

23 used, $30 buyer's decremental coat, $3 transmission 

24 tee, and $20 tor Florida Power ' Light as incremental 

25 fuel ooata, how would you calculate a transaction 
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1 price tor, say, another utility that needed to 

2 purchase the wh .. linq services ot Florida 

3 Power ' Liqht and its incremental fuel costs were $18 

4 instead of the -- or $19 instead ot the $20, tor 

5 Florida Power ' Liqht? 

6 & I'a sorry. You lost me in the example. 
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7 0 

8 tor 19 

All riqht. It you are selling your product 

it your incremental fuel cost is $19 and the 

9 decremental fuel cost of the potential buyer is $30, 

10 and you need to purchase wheelin9 services that cost 

11 $3 troa another utility, what is the transaction price 

12 under that exaaple? 

13 a Are you 4escribinq the same scenario that we 

14 have here? Let's stay with the $20 seller's cost 

15 where FPL has to purchaae trom an intervening utility 

16 in addition to charging its own incremental 

17 transmission cost? 

18 

19 

0 

& 

Yes. 

It you look at exhibit --

20 Q No. I'm sorry . What I'a suqqesting is t hat 

21 PP'L's cost is $19, and it has to purchase $3 

22 transmission costs troa an intervening utility. 

23 To try to make this a little bit clearer, 

24 what I'• trying to understand is it you've got a 

25 utility -- under the way that you would pri ce the 
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1 transaction, it you have a utility th.at will transmit 

2 ita own enerqy and it vill coat $20, and then you have 

3 another utility that oharqea that haa $19 costa, 

4 would the $19 fuel be burned instead of the $20 tuftl? 

5 a Aaauaing that they both have the same 

6 tranaaiaaion ooata, it should result in the aatch 

7 being done with the $19 power. 

8 Q Very good. 

D. anGUli That'• all I have, Mr. Villar. 

10 Thank you. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

caun• JOIDIIOIIa Ma. Kautaan? 

U. Dvnula I have no questions. 

CDDD• JOD8011a Staff? 

caoll aDMXDIJ'lOII 

BY U. P&UCIBI 

Q Mr. Villar, ia PPL a net purchaser or a net 

seller on the broker syatelll? 

a PPL is generally a not purchaser. 

Q Baaed on our 20/30 example, what would the 

transaction price be prior to PERC? 

.. 
0 

Did you finish the question? I'm sorry . 

Yea, air. 

23 a Prior to PBRC. 

24 Q 881. What would tha transaction price be on 

25 the 20/30 hypothetica l? 
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1 A It would be $25. 

2 Q ot the $25 tranaaotion price, 20 ot the 

3 revenue would be credited to the fuel clau•e to otteet 

4 incremental production coat ot the salei is that 

5 correct? 

6 A $20 ot revenue would credit to the tuel 

7 clawae to offset the coat ot aakinCJ the sale? Yea. 

8 Q Row did --

9 

10 

11 

So would the reve nue associated with it. 

I'a sorry --

The revenue and the cost associated with it 

12 would both be credited throuCJh the clause, yea. 

13 Q Okay. Bow did FPL treat the $5 aarCJin? 

14 A Prior to 888? 

15 

16 

0 

17 dOOWilent? 

Yea, air. 

xa. CIII~ a Excuse me. Ian • t this your 

18 WIDU8 VILLUa MV-2. I think you can see 

19 it in -- I guess it's the bottom lett-hand corner ot 

20 doOWDent MV-2 labeled 841 "flow to customers and to 

21 seller," that $5 would be $4 credited to the cuetoaere 

22 to CJO to tuel clause and $1 c r edited to the seller 

23 under the 80/20 split. 

24 COMIIIIIIO ... ct.aJl.KI Kr. Villar , you said 

25 the transaction coste or price would be $25? 
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1 WI!flm88 VXLLAJU Prior to the Order of 888, 

2 y .. , it would. 

3 0CW'"88!011D CLUKI Okay. 

4 0 (BJ ... »au9h) Mr. Villar, have TRCO and 

5 FPC intervened at PBRC i n your tariff docket? 

6 a Did they intervene? 

7 0 Yes . 

8 a They •ight have. They usually do, but I ' m 

9 not I don't know whether they did or not . 

10 0 Do you know i t FPL has intervened in either 

11 TBCO or FPC's dockets wi th FERC? 

12 A lfe have intervened in some dockets. Ae to 

13 wh.ether we intervened in this particular one or not, I 

l4 

15 

don't know. 

0 All right . We're referring to your exhibit 

16 MV-2. Please explain the line titled •Buyers 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Incremental Coat Minus transmission." 

a That line is intended to reflect an 

adjustment that the broker makes when aaking JUtches. 

For the purposes of looking at a split savi ngs for 

which transaction ought to be matched, the broker 

r ecognizee tran-iesion costs, and those transmission 

costs are recognized by reducing the buyar•e 

incremental cost, because the $3 ot tran .. iesion in 

this particular case are coste that are not bein~ 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

avoided by the buyer . In other words, those costs are 

also being paid. so, in essence, he baa a transaction 

coat tor aatching purposes of 27 to $20. 

Q Is it the buyer's or seller's transmiss ion 

rate? 

A You said the buyer's or sellar's 

tranaaiaaion rate? It is tho seller' • tranemi .sa ion 

rate. 

Thank you. So when FPL is the seller, it 

10 aubtracta their transmission rate from the buyer's 

11 quote before determining the price; is that correct? 

12 A No, FPL does not subtract it. The broker 

13 does it automatically by recognizing transmission 

14 costs in doing the matching. 

15 COMXt88IO-.R CLARKa Mr. Villar, that's your 

16 understanding of how the broker does it, but it 

17 doesn't look like that•s other parties• understanding 

18 of how the broker does it. 

1 9 

20 parties. 

21 

WI'l'IIU8 VI LUll I I can • t apeak tor the other 

COMWTBBIOMWR CLaRKI Well, have you read the 

22 other parties' testimony? 

23 WI'fll888 VILLARI Yes, I have. 

24 OOM•taaxo..a CLARKI Does it appear they're 

25 doing it the same way you are? 



1 WIHU8 VILLaRI I don't think the other 

2 parties' testimony directly addreased the matching 

3 alqoritha tor the broker. 

4 Q (By Ma. vau;h) Mr. Villar, based on your 

5 example on Paqe MV-2 ot your testimony, how di~ you 

6 arrive at a transaction price ot $23.50 aa opposed to 

7 $25? 

8 You take $27, which is the adjusted price, 

9 add it to $20 aeller•s coats, and divide by two. 

10 Q Does PPL propose that the buyer be billed 

11 separately tor the $3 transmission rate? 

12 A That is what•s currently takinq place. 

13 Q In your example provided at MV-2, are you 

14 assuming that the buyer is using the same math~ 

15 proposed by PPL as seller? 

16 A I'• sorry. You lost me on the question . 

17 The buyer is using the same method? What does that 

18 mean? 

19 Q With respect to the pricing. 
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20 A I'm not sure I understand the question. The 

21 metho4 is the aetho4, anci it attecta both buyer and 

22 aeller. I don't know 

23 Q Okay. What is the total coat ot this 

24 purcha .. tor the buyer? It you could explain the mnth 

25 and how FPL works this. 



1 A It'• a $23.50 that you saw in tbat row that 

2 you that wa taUc:ecS about before, pl us a $3 

3 tranaaiaaion ooat. so the buyer pay• a total of 

4 $26 . 50. 

5 0 Therefore, oinoa FERC Order 888, the buyer 

6 ia payinq a cSollar and a half more than they used to? 

7 A This particular example, yea , they woulcS. 
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8 Q Doea this aean that you are splitting or, in 

9 a sanae, brokering the transmission coat between the 

10 buyer ancS the seller? 

11 A The aath work.a out to that, but the buye1..· is 

12 payinq the full transmission coat. The transmission 

13 coat is now being split. It's a quirk of those 

14 schedules. Some utilities have some schedules where 

15 the buyer pays the full coat ot transmission, some 

16 utilities have some schedules that were -- aoae or the 

17 coats are split. It cSependa on how the Schedule Ca 

18 tor the various utilities work. 

19 Q How does FloricSa Power ' Light propose to 

20 treat the $23.50 revenues from the sale? 

21 A FPL proposes to flow the revenues through 

22 the fuel clause, and that ia shown in ay Exhibit MV-2. 

23 You have a coat of $20 for the fuel burned. You have 

24 a revenue credit of $20, which you receive from the 

25 b~yer. Then you have $3 ot transmission coats, which 
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1 FPL credits to ouetomera through the tuel clause. And 

2 the remainder, FPL credits sot to the customers 

3 through the clause and 20l to shareholders, tor a 

4 total credit to the customers of $5.80. 

5 Q Okay. Thank you. I believe it wao your 

6 teati•ony that the transmission revenues are credited 

7 to the fuel clause. Are transmission revenues 

8 typically allocated on an enerqy or demand basis? 

9 A I'm not sure how they allocate them for 

10 ratemaking purposes in a rate case. These are not the 

11 kind of revenues that we• re talking about he.re. 

12 Q Do you have a sense of what the effect would 

13 be it tb.e revenues were credited througll the capacity 

14 clause? 

15 Do I have a sense? As to what? 

16 Q Yea; rather than the fuel clause. What 

17 would the difference be? 

18 xa. CBILD8a Excuse me . I'm sorry. Do you 

19 mean the revenues associated with transmission for a 

20 broker sale? 

21 

22 

23 

u. »AOGJra Yea. 

xa. CDaLD8a Okay. Thank you. 

WI!'IRal V.lLL&Jla You'd still have $3 worth 

24 of revenues, whether you've flown through one clause 

25 or the other. What the effect is I don't km"w. 

J'LOJliDA »OBLIC 8DVZCB COJOI.ISIIOII 



1 QOMMT881a.KR CLAP~a Woll, if you allocate 

2 it to the c.apacity clause, would the entire $3 go 

3 through instead of some percentage of it? 

4 W%~8 VXLLARI The entire $3 are going 

5 through here, commissioner. That's what FPL haa 

6 proposed. 

7 

8 

9 

Q (By ... Pauqb) Mr. Villar, are high load 

factor or interruptible customers better off with 

crediting the transmisaion revenues through the 

capacity clause or the fuel clause? 

a I do not know. 

Q With reference to the margin, before FERC 

Order 888, what was the amount of the credit through 

the fuel clause? 

a With reference to the margin? Are you 

referring to the gain? 

Q Yea, air; the profit. 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

a In the example that •a i n MV-2, prior to FERC 

order 888 the gain that was shown was $5. The gain 

after 888 is $3.50. 

Q Thank you. You anticipated my next 

22 question. I would like to refer you back to your 

23 t .eati.Jiony at Page 3, please. Ia it your tet~ti•ony 

24 that for two nondirectly connected utilities the 

25 wheeling charge of a third pa.rty affected the 



1 tranaaction price of a broker sale? Yea or no. 

2 .. For two nondirectly interconnected 

3 utilitiea? 

4 0 Yea, air. 

5 .. That it affected the transaction price of a 

6 broker aale prior to order 888, or --

7 0 Ia it your testimony that for two 

8 nondireotly connected utilitiea, the vheelinq charqe 

9 of a third party affected the transaction price of a 

10 broker nle? 

13 ~ 

11 It affected whether a m&tch would take place 

12 or not. 

13 

14 

0 

.. 
So ia your answer, yea, it did affect it? 

It would affect the total coat that the 

15 buying utility would pay and whether or not that 

16 utility would aatch with the other -- with the aelling 

17 utility. Whether it would affect the actual 

1R tranaaction price ahown on the broker, I don't think 

19 ao. 

20 If you atill had 30 and 25, they would still 

21 have a $25 split, but it would also have to be 

22 recognised that the buyer will be payinq the 

23 tranaaiaaion charqe; so iaplicitly it does affect it. 

24 0 Is this type of Wheeled broker transaction 

25 oomaon between three utilitiea, or doea it aore 



1 commonly occur vhan a municipal or cooperative buya, 

2 tor example, troa TBCO through FPL? 

3 a I haven't looked into that. I don't know. 

4 u. •aoGJit Thank you . No further 

5 quaationa. 

6 CDDTPM'I• JOBII80Jit CoDIJiiaaionara? 
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7 ~IIIa.wR CLaRKI Mr. Villar, do you have 

8 Exhibit 3? 

9 WIRIUII Vl:LLUI Is that the Staff ahaat? 

10 COMXIIIIa.KR CL&&Ka Yea. 

11 UDUI VXLLUI Yea, I do. 

12 COKMIIIIa.KR CL&&Ka On Line G, FPC ahowa 

13 that they aaka vhat I undaratand to be a 

14 juria4ictional •plit. Doe• PPL do that? 

15 WiftiUII YZLLaat Commiaaionar, for purpoaaa 

16 of the axaapla that I •hova4 hare, I aaauaad that I 

17 waa only dealing with lOOt of whatever aaount waa 

18 juriadiotionalizad to PSC purpoaaa. I triad to avoid 

19 all the co•plicationa of how you do thaaa apli ta, 

20 bacauaa I'• not aura that I undaratand thea. I'• 

21 aaawainq 

22 COKMTIIIa..R CLaAKI You're not aura you 

2 3 know what? 

24 WiftiUII Vl:LLaJla That I un4aratand bow you 

25 gat to the ravenuaa that are allocated to retail 



1 tor retail purpoaea. I'a aaauaing that we receive a 

2 certain aaount of revenue• and that revenuea get 
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3 juriadictionalhed aomewhere in aoae black box in the 

4 acc;ountincJ departaent. And troa then on the one• that 

5 are ahown in my exaJDplu are the PSC juriadictional 

6 uaounta. 

7 COW47881a..R CLaaKa So you don't know 

8 whether or not that kind ot further iteration take• 

9 place at PP'L? 

10 WI!'IIU8 nu.ua I •a not aure what you aean 

11 by further iteration. 

12 ~IIIa..R CL&RKI That once you get on 

13 the brok• r •Y•tu, if you make a ~!ale, aa you have 

14 deaaribed in your teatiaony -- and let'• juat uae 

15 after PERC 888 --

16 WIDDI Vl:LLUa correct. 

17 CCWWIIIIa..R CURKI -- you don't know 

18 whether or not the nat gain ia then further allocated 

19 between wholesale and retail? 

20 WI'l'IIUa Vl:LLUa I don't know that there ia 

21 a net gain allocated between wholeaale and retail in 

2 2 that aenae . 

23 OQWMTaiiow.R CLaRKI You don't know it the 

24 350 ia than further divided between wholeaale and 

25 retail? 



1 WITD88 VXLLUI I think that what we do is 

2 we take the revenue•, and thoae revenues a.re 

3 allocated. I don't knov if they are call ed gain at 

4 that point. I am not sure of what traabient takes 

5 place here. You have revenuaa and coeu which are 

6 allocated. 

7 

8 

CCIO'I18IO... m.ag 1 Thank you. 

CIDIRDII JOD80Jia bdirect? 

9 llm>XImC'I WDMID'fiO. 

10 BY D. Cli%LD8 a 

11 Yea, I have aome. Mr. Villar, you ware 

12 asked several questions by Mr. Long concerning the 
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13 tour type• of tranaactiona and th• tr•at.ent by FPL of 

14 the revenue froa tho•• transactions, inoludin9 revenue 

15 tor transaission service. Do you recall that line of 

16 questioning? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

a 

0 

think, of 

broker. 

a 

0 

Yea, I do. 

Now, let's look t o the illustration, I 

the third-party wheeling transaction for 

Do you recall being asked about that? 

correct. 

And I believe that you testified that the 

wheeling revenue vaa credited to operating r evenue 

Florida Power ' Liqht company. Is that accurate? 

'l'be revenues for --

at 



1 0 The wheeling transactions were credited to 

2 operating revenue above the line. 

3 & JUat strictly wheeling? 

4 0 That's right. 

5 That's correct. 

6 0 Now, you were asked the saae question for 

7 third-party wheeling tor nonbroke.r transactions. Do 

8 you recall testifying that the wheeling revenue for 
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9 that was included -- vas a credit to revenue above the 

10 line? 

11 & Yea. 

12 0 Do you know whether Florida Power ' Light 

13 company has, in fact, adjusted its retail rates to 

14 reflect the credit to revenue for wheeling 

15 transactions? 

16 & It is •Y understanding that those revenues 

17 are credited in the reduced revenue -- the revenue 

18 requi r .. ents when setting baae rates . 

19 0 Do you know or have information as to 

20 whether they ware, in fact, included in PPL's last 

~ 1 rate proceeding so that it, in fact, affected retail 

22 rates? 

2 3 

24 

A 

0 

As far as I know, they were included. 

Thank you. Now, do you know what the 

25 treatment was for revenue under -- for broker 



1 transactions before this Commission changed the 

2 procedure and had the revenue from broker aales flow 

3 through the fuel adjustment clause? Do you know how 

4 those revenues were treated by this co-iaaion? 

5 I think the revenues were treated as 

6 operating revenues. 

7 

8 line? 

9 

10 

Q 

a 

Q 

They were credited to revenue above the 

I think so. 

Do you know when this Commission switched 

11 from that treatment to inclusion in the fuel 
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12 adjustment, did it, in fact, change base rates for the 

13 utilities? 

14 I think to the extent that there was a 

15 credit in there, there was an adjustment made to the 

16 rates. 

17 Q And if there wasn't an adjustment aade to 

18 the rates, do you believe that there may be some 

19 double counting? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

a 

Q 

a 

Q 

a 

Q 

No . 

ParcSon? 

Double counting? 

Yes. 

No. 

Well, if you have the potential of 

rLO&ID& PUBLIC 8BRVICI COKK%8810. 
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1 recovering a revenue in tuel a~juatment a.n~ recovering 

2 it in the base rates, is there a potential you 

3 recovered it twice? 

4 a No. 

5 Q There'• no potential? 

6 a It you have the potential tor recovering it 

7 in base rates --

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

0 

a 

0 

a 

Q 

It you charge --

and in tuel? 

Bxcuae me. 

You lost me. I'm sorry. 

Apparently. It this Commission treats the 

13 revenu• for broker aalea as a credit in setting 

14 chargee tor the tuel a~justment, that serves to reduce 

15 the obarge that other customers pay tor their tuel 

16 coats, does it not? 

17 

18 

A 

0 

Yea. 

Now we'll go back to ask you about your 

19 familiarity ot tbe transition by this Commission to 

20 the procedure ot including broker transactions i n base 

21 rates. Do you have any knowledge aa to co-isaion 

22 orders on that subject? 

23 

24 

I bave seen them at some point or another. 

COIOil88IOJID CLU.Kt Mr. Childs, in your 

25 line ot questioning, would you clarity when rates were 



1 laat aet for PP'L in a rate caae and when the change 

2 in the flowing it through to fuel adju•tment took 

3 place? 

4 a. CIULD8a I:' 11 try. Do you want 11e to 
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5 co .. ent on that or try to do that through th~ witness? 

6 CQIOI'Tti8:Z:omat cua&a You can do both. 

7 a. aJaLDaa Okay. I will co-ant, because 

8 I think it ia not a tir•t, a aubject of -- it'• part 

9 of the record in fuel adjuatmant. 

10 The Ccmaiaaion had an Order 12923 issued 

11 1/24/84. Thia ia the order that approved the 80/20 

12 split in fuel adjuatma.nt. That'• what the order was 

13 for. It waa Order 830001-EW. That is in that 

14 830001-EU and Docket 840001-EI. There'• an order 

15 iaaued 3/16/84. Thia i• the order that reaoved the 

16 revenue• for fuel from baae ratea. 

17 It addreaaea the proced~a and implement• 

18 the procedure to, in fact, change the baae rates of 

\9 the utilitiaa to reflect the amount removed and put in 

20 the fuel coat . Aa the order atatea, that waa the TECO 

21 propoaal. 

22 PPL haa included revenues, and I: aaked the 

23 witneaa about including them a bove the line. PPL has 

24 included those in, my information is, the '83 and also 

25 in aetting ratea in 1990 baaed on the '88 teat year. 



1 Q (By Mr. ab114a) Now, you were asked ao•e 

2 queationa and one by comaiaaioner Clark about the 

3 other cowpani•• following a different procedure t han 

4 FPL. Do you recall that question aa to tbe 

5 calculation and charging tor trana•iaaion coats in 

6 connection with broker transactions? 

7 a Vaquely. 

8 Q Would you look to your document MV-2? 

9 a Yea. 

10 Q Do you have that now? 

11 J. Yea, I do. 

12 Q And there you show the transaction both 

13 before and after order 888? 

14 

15 

J. 

Q 

Yea. 

And is it correct that as to the 

16 tran .. iaaion rate, that you show on ths transaction 
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17 co•ponenta, which ia the third itaa down, that there 

18 is a separate charge by FPL under your example tor the 

19 tran.aiaaion rate ot $3? 

20 

21 

J. 

Q 

22 order 888? 

23 

24 

J. 

Q 

That is correct. 

And that is an additional charge after 

That ia correct. 

Is it your intormation that the oth.r three 

25 electric utilities in this docket are proposing to 
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1 have an additional c.harqe tor the tra.na•isaion aervice 

2 associated with the broker aale? 

3 A My understandJ..nq that they are noL . 

4 

5 

6 

So to that extent --

CCWYT88IOJID ~IKI That they are not? 

11I'I'IIU8 VTIJ·IP I Right. 

7 Q (By Mr. Cbil4s) Is it your understanding 

8 that the other utilitiea are instead takinq the rate, 

9 whatever it is, but using $3 aa a hypothetical 

10 exa.ple, they are including tha t in part in their 

11 calculation ot the margin between the broker -- excuse 

12 11e -- between the seller ' • cost and the buyer' s 

13 decremental cost? 

14 A They are including it in --

15 Q So it there's a $5 difference in your 

16 example look at your MV-2 there's a $5 

17 difference on the •betore Order 888•? 

18 a That' • correct. My underatanding is th.at 

19 they are taking it out ot those $5. 

20 CCIIIO:III~ CLARK 1 Mr. Childa, I '111 aorry . 

21 Where ia the $5 difference? 

22 ... a.ILD81 It you will look to his 

23 docwaent KV-2 on the col UJIIll •betore" under FERC 

24 order 888 -- do you see that? 

25 
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1 a. CJULDaa Where he has all of those coats 

2 and he shows the qain of $5? That i• the difference 

3 between the seller'• fuel cost ot 20, and the broke r 

4 price ot 25. 

s CQMMI88Ia.KR CLaRKa What line is it titled? 

6 a. CBXLD8a I' 11 sorry? 

7 ca£4X .. IOIIa CLaRKa The gain. All right. 

8 I see it. 

9 0 (BJ llr. Ch114a) And that ia, in tact, the 

10 qain, as you understand it, ia calculated under the 

11 broker; it•a just a typical qain calculation? 

12 A correct. 

13 0 An4 tbia ia A hypothetical calculation? 

1 11 

15 

A 

0 

Yea. 

And it you had a $3 wheelinq c.harge, I 

16 believe you have already said the other utilitiea• 

17 proposals at this time is to include the $3 as part of 

18 the $5 aa a coaponent ot the $5 qain? 

1 9 That ia my understanding. 

20 0 So they have no separate charge tor 

21 wheelinq, additional separate charge tor whee ling? 

22 & That ia correct. 

23 0 Nov, did PPL make a filing with the FERC for 

24 this additional char;e tor wheeling? 

25 A Y .. , we did. 

rLOIUD PUBLIC SDVICB COIQCT88IOJI 
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1 0 And do you know What 11ction ot the act you 

? made that tiling under? 

3 & The filing Wia~ Jii_. lltl! under both Sections 205 

4 and 206. It was a combination tiling, and it inolud•d 

5 several matters. 

6 Do you know whether Order 888 or 888A 

7 comments that a tiling of that type is appropriate or 

8 may be made? 

9 A I believe it's 888~ that addresses the issue 

10 and contemplates a 205 tiling. 

11 0 Okay. I will strike that Order 888A says 

12 it's appropriate. 888A comments on beinq able to make 

~3 that tilinq, does it not? 

14 That is correct. 

15 0 And the iaaue of whether it ia appropriate 

16 is pendi.nq before the PERC at this time? 

17 A Yea, it is. 

18 0 Now, as to the utilities that are including 

19 the $3 hypothetical wheelinq charge as a component of 

20 the $5 gain on your Exhibit MV-2, it the gain were 

21 leas than $3, which is the wheelinq charge, do you 

22 know wethe.r those other utilities propose not to 

23 enqaqe in the broker transaction? 

24 A I think I recall one utility saying that 

25 they would not engage in the transaction. Aa to 

FLORIDA PUBLIC IDVIOB OOJOalllOJr 



1 whether all ot th .. said it or not, I'm not sure. 

2 Q Mr. Villar, would you take a look at that 

3 document that I just qave you, ancS would you identity 

4 the title on that paqe? 

!S The document is titled •Amendaent Number 1 
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6 to Contract tor an Interohanqe service Between Florida 

7 Power Corporation and Tampa Electric Company.• 

8 

9 the package which Florida Power Corporation waa kind 

10 enouqb to paaa out to all partiea at the vork.abop that 

11 we had in thia docket earlier on. 

12 Mr. Villar, would you look to the 

13 sinqle-spaoecS information on that achedule and aee it 

14 it oo .. enta on the limitation• ot broker tranaactiona 

15 associated with the differential between the gain and 

16 the wbeelinq charqe? 

17 Give ae a minute here. (Pauae) Yea, it 

18 does address the iaaue. 

19 Q Would you atate what it says? 

20 & It saya that Florida Power Corporation a a 

21 the aeller will not ente.r into a tra.naaction it the 

22 total ot the tranamiaaion and ancillary service 

23 oharqea tor the tranaaction under corporation•' open 

24 ace••• tranaaiaaion taritt are qreater than the 

25 ditterenoe between the settlement rate and the 



1 aeller'a coat. 

2 Q One other question. That's part of the 

3 aqreaaent between Florida Power Corporation ~d Tampa 

4 Electric, i8 it not? 

5 a That ia what this docuaent shows. 

6 Q so it would apply to both coapaniea? 

7 a This aaendaent should apply to a sale by 

8 Florida Power corporation. The aalea by Taapa 

9 Electric eoapany to other parties should be governed 

10 by a separate agreeaent. 

11 Q You were asked some queation.s about, I 
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12 believe it was, Staff Exhibit Number 3 by co-isaioner 

13 Clark about Whether FPL vas going to 

14 juriadioti onalize -- I think that vaa the ter11 you 

15 used. Ie that the term? 

16 CQMXI88Ia.la CLARKI Well, that's as good as 

17 any, I suppose. 

18 Q (By ar. Cbilds) Mr. Villar, are you 

19 familiar with the observation& by this co .. iasion fro~ 

20 tiae to ti.Jie about retail customers supporting the 

21 costa associated with broker tranaactiona? 

22 

23 

a 

Q 

I have seen some of those. 

Ia it your understanding, tor instance, that 

24 all of the costa -- that in allocating costa -- excuse 

25 me -- that in allocating costa between the retail and 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

wholesale juriacHctiona, that broker transactions are 

at.ply iqnored in aaking the allocation? 

a In a rate oaae proceeding? 

Q That's right. 

A Yea, that's my understanding. 

Q So, in effect, that if a utility bad 98t of 

ita total sales aa retail and :zt aa wholesale, then 

any costa other than fuel that aight be associated 

with the broker t .ranaaotion could be looked at as 

beinq from the total company system in the first 

instance, could they not? 

a Yea. 

Q And if you were looking at it on a 98t/2\ 

basis, you could allocate it that way as well, could 

you not? 

a That' a correct. 

0 Is that your understanding ot what Florida 

Power Corporation has done? 
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& I think Plorida Power Corporation baa a 

similar .. thocS. As to whether the numbers are 98/2 or 

not, it depends on the utility. 

Q Dut for purposes of your presentation, you 

have not .ade that allocation for PPL? 

a That is correct. 

Q And you do not know whether PPL, in fact, 
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1 allocate• coata and revenue• tor the broker that way? 

2 A The actual• -- what any aplit FPL uaea, I do 

3 not know what the 11plit ia. 

4 Q Right. But back again to ay que~tion about 

5 the coata. It you uaed the generation ayat .. tor FPL 

6 to 9enerate the power that waa in a broker 

7 tranaaotion, you can't tell whether that generator was 

8 the retail or the vholeaale portion, can you? 

9 A No. It come• troa the total ayat ... 

10 Q Total ayatem. 

11 a. CIIILD81 I think that' • all I have. 

12 COKM%111a.la CLaRKa can I aak aoae 

13 queationa? Kr. Villar, would you aqree with ae that 

14 it would .... that tor purpose• ot deteraininq how -·· 

15 nuaber one, whether a broker aale abould take place 

16 and, nuaber two, how you allocate the revenue• froa a 

17 eale ought to be the aame for all aowpani•• 

18 partioipatinq in the broker aale. Would you aqree 

19 with that? 

20 WX~I VILLARI How you calculate the cost 

21 ot the broker aale? 

22 

23 for purpo••• ot determining whether or not a aale 

24 ahould take place, the calculation• ahould be the aame 

25 tor all utilitiea participating. 
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1 I queaa to make it more clear, how are we 

2 going to treat the tranaaiaeion, in determining what 

3 ahould be paid under the broker aale, ought to be the 

4 auae? 

5 WI'l'IIU8 VILLUI How you treat the 

6 tranamiaaion, I would aqree, ought to be the eame, but 

7 the tirat part ia the one that I'm having ao•e 

8 probl ... with, becauae I think tor purpoaea of doing 

9 the .. tching on the broker, the broker doe• the 

10 .. tohinq on the aa.e basia. They treat all companiea 

11 the auae. But how the aplit -- or the baaia for 

12 aettl .. ent between the companiea ia handled depends on 

13 the individual contracts that the utilities have, and 

14 they aay not all be the aoe. 

15 Q One example ia when there'• an intervening 

16 utility and you had a aatching on the broker, . aome 

17 COJtpaniea, the way their contracts worked, the buyer 

18 waa required to pay tor 100' of the tranamisaion. 

19 Other companiea had contract• where they 

20 would aplit the coat• ot the tranamisaion botween the 

21 buyer and the aeller. The matches on the broker vaa 

22 still done the aame way, but how the partie• actually 

23 aettled their account• at the end ot the d.ay waa 

24 handled differently. 

25 cmaiilDII JODIO•a Any other queationa? 

I'LOIUD VUBLIC 8DVICII COIIIaiiiOll 
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1 U. nocma Madam Chairman, staff hae e011e 

2 recross, it that'• acceptable. 

3 CIDDID• JOD8011a Yes. And then we• 11 give 

4 Mr. Childs an opportunity to follow up. 

5 a. LOJICU Madame Chairman, After counsel is 

6 finiehed, I also have some racrose. 

7 CCMil%8810JrD CLARKa Madam Chair, I just 

8 have to eay that there are eome thing• that h~ve been 

9 talked about today that have caueed ae to be quite 

10 contueed, and one ot it is the notion ot how you 

11 settle up. 

12 I que•• I wae unaware that it was done 

13 differently, and it aay, quit e franlcly, juet be that I 

14 haven't looked at it tor a while or I didn't know to 

15 begin with. But, you know, I thought the broker 

16 syst- was a way ot just assuring that we ra.n the 

17 lowest coat facility at the time, and I was una.,are 

18 that the tranaaieeion may be paid by different 

19 parties. I see othe.r people shaking their heads, so I 

20 don't feel so bad. 

21 a. CKILD&a But, Commissioner, I think, 

22 too, that we talk about the lowest coet. And my 

23 understanding ie, is that one ot the thin;a that 

24 happen• under the broker ie it ie, tor inetanoe , a 

25 seller'• utiaate of their decreaental coets at the 
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1 tble. It doesn't mean they're ever qoinq to incur 

2 that cost. 

3 COIXJIIIOIIa OLalla I'• sorry. It's the 

4 seller's estimate of the decremental coat, lolhich 

5 doesn't mean --

6 D. CII%LD8a Excuae me. I thinlc I misspoke. 

7 Of their incremental costa at th.at time. 

8 

9 

COMMI88Ia.BR CLARKa Okay. 

D. CBILD81 If they're qoinq to enqaqe in 

10 the transaction. They don't buy fuel that way, so if 

11 they're lookinq at vhat replacement coat of fuel is on 

12 the date that they're makinq the sale, they're qoinq 

13 to look at that time and use it; but they don't 

14 necessarily buy fuel that way. So I think that at 

15 least --

16 COIK%18Ia.BR CLARKI But all parties are in 

17 the sue boat in this instance 

18 D. CKILDSI Absol utely. 

19 COMK%88IO.s& CLARKI But what has been 

20 suqqeated today is that all parties aren't in the sa.me 

21 boat with respect to what transmission costs they 

22 actually have to pay. 

2 3 D. c:Jrn.DS 1 Well, maybe not, except that I 

24 think one of the difficulties is, is that all of the 

25 utilities are oontronted with order aaa. 
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1 Aa I understand it, this commission started 

2 with the proposition -- and the broker that, first ot 

3 all, dealing with the attempt to lower tuel costa and 

4 encourage those types of transactions; and, ae~ondly, 

5 att .. pting to address the accounting and rate »attars 

6 associated vith it through the taking the revenue out 

7 of base rates and putting it all in the fuel 

8 adjuatllent, at cetera. And alon9 comes the PERC and 

9 says, well, now you have to charge yourself, in 

10 effect, a wheeling rate of or reflect it aomohow. 
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11 And you have, in my view, a transaction that 

12 started ott on a split-the-savings, noncoat baaed 

13 basis in the sense that it was a marginal -- it was a 

14 quote of a coat. It didn't i nclude your fixed cost 

15 recovery at all. 

16 Now, the PERC has said "but you have some 

17 fixed costa that we want you to recognize in the 

18 transaction, transmission." so I think part ot it is 

19 it's a consequence of the PERC Order 888 and wrestling 

20 with how ~o you react to it. 

21 COKM%88Ia.la CLARKI Well, I agree with 

22 that, and I jus t simply wanted to ask the witness and 

23 I -- shouldn't everybody be treated the aame with 

24 respect to the impact of Order 888? 

25 WIDU8 VJ:LLAJU As tar as the requlatory 
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1 treataent, I woul4 say yea. u to the pricing itself, 

2 there'• 4itterencea ot the utilitiea in t heir PERC 

3 filings. 

4 

5 U!'ld88 VILLAJll And that' • -- I '• aorry. 

6 That wa• one of the iaauea that ' • been a44reaae4 

7 before. In tar.• of FPL propose an oxplicit 

8 tranaaiaaion charge, the other utilitiea are proposing 

9 to back it out froa the gain. 

10 OOMK%881~ CLARKI Woul4 you agree. that 

11 the treataent ought to be the aaae, the regulatory 

12 treataent ought to be the same? 

13 1f%ftU8 VILLUI Ye8. M to what you 4o 

14 with the revenues, yes. 

15 CB&l:llDII Joaso•• Before you begin, Staff, 

16 TBOO wanted to ask soma question•. Are there an] 

17 objection• to allowing -- TECO and you will be 

18 given the opportunity to do re 

19 

20 yet. 

21 

xa. CBILDBI Wall, I may, but I 4on•t know 

CBaXIlDII Joaso•• Wall, let'• give it a 

22 try . . Thera'• acme confusion, an4 we want to clear up 

23 as many iaauaa aa poaaJble, and than, Staff, that will 

24 give you the opportunity attarwar4• to follow uv 

2 5 behind TBCO. 
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25 

U. P&VCIIIa That • a tine. Thank you. 

aacaoaa ~~xo• 

BY D. LOIIGI 

0 Kr. Villar, you've testified that yol' tiled 

with PBRC a propoaal as to how the split-the-savings 

pricing ought to be done; is that correct? 
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& We have filed an am.enclment to our aqre .. ent. 

0 Which contains a proposal aa to how the 

split-the-savings calculations of the pricing should 

be done; ia that correct? 

& It'• currently being done under that tiling. 

PERC haa not approved it, but it is -- the revenues 

are beinq collected on that baaia. 

Q Right. And that filing is being protested. 

& There have been aome parties that have 

protested part of the filing. It included aany 

things. 

0 R.ight. Now, putting aside that proposal 

that's pending before PERC, isn't PERC's current 

position that if you engage in a split-the-savings 

transaction, you aay not add any fixed cos ta to the 

split-the-savings charge? 

A I don't th i nk that that•a PERC's current 

position. I don't know what PERC's current poaLtion 

is. 



1 CQP«l88IOJID Cl·IPKa Let me ask a question. 

2 You're not the only one with that type of tariff on 

3 tile. Bvery utility that has a transmission system 

4 baa a filing with PERC to comply with the PERC 388, 

5 right? 

6 WI~• VILLI& I That' a correct. Not every 

7 utility ha. an -- IOU&. Municipal and co-ops didn 1 t 

8 have to do a lot of the••· 

9 mD"D.II Jaa.&o•a Say that again. 
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10 WI.,...• VILLalla Municipals a.nd cooperatives 

11 did not have to malce a lot of these filings . 

12 ~8810JID CLARKI You mean all the IOU& 

13 had to do it? 

u WIDUa VILLaaa Y as . 

15 a. LOIIGa Madam Chairman, I have a document 

16 that I'd like to be marked for purposes ot 

17 identification. 

18 CBIIPMI• JOKI.O.I We'll identify this as 

19 Exhibit 7. Would you give me a short title? 

20 llll. LOJIGa Yes. This is an excerpt from 

21 FBRC Order 888A, specifically Pages 202 to 205. 

22 CI!AIPDII JOBII&o•a Excerpt from Order 888? 

23 llll. LOIIGI "A". 

24 ~ JOS.Sala Pages 202 through 205 , 

25 short title. 
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starts 
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(Exhibit 7 marked tor identification.) 

(By Jlr. LOIUJ) Mr. Villar, do you have a 

that exhibit we just handed out? 

'lea, I do. 

would you turn to Page 204? 

204? 

204. 

Yes. 

Three lines down you see the sentence that 

"In the cases cited by utilitieo"? 

Yea. 

Would you read that sentence and the one 
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13 following it? 

14 

15 is 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Q 

a 

Q 

a 

Q 

Let .. read the whole context ot what this 

certainly. Go ahead. 

(Pause) Okay. I've read it. 

Okay. Now would you turn to Page 204? 

Yes. 

The sentence, the third line down, starting 

21 "In the oases cited by utilities," would you begin 

22 reading there to the end ot that paragraph, please? 

23 IIJl. CK%LD8a I'm going to object to the line 

24 of questioning. I have no idea what relevance this 

25 has to the aatter about recovery ot costa in this 
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1 proceeding. 

2 xa. LO»Ga Well, Madam Chairman, the witness 

3 alleged that there a r e disparities and that somehow 

4 these disparities are permissible as the la~ currently 

5 stands. 

6 'l'he point of this excerpt is that FERC has 

7 spoken specifically to this issue. Now, granted, the 

8 company has tiled with PERC to ask tor a different 

9 methodoloqy. We've protested that tiling, so this 

10 matter is not resolved. 

11 In the absence of some resolution there, I 

12 would submit that this is what PERC requires, and I 

13 believe that's the relevance. 

14 KR. CB%LD8a Well, I don't really think this 

15 Comaisaion is going to decide what PERC requires, with 

16 all due respect. And the reason I tried to be 

1? cautious when I asked this witness questions about 

18 that was to point out that FERC was going to decide, 

19 and that they had made their tiling, and that the 

20 witness said it was under Section 205. 

21 ca:ann• JOIDtSO•a I • m sorry. You're going 

22 to hav6 to apeak up. I didn't hear the last sentence. 

23 xa. C!IIXLDS a I 1m sorry. And that the 

24 section under which the tiling vas made by FPL 

25 included 205. And so I tried to leave it as though 

FLORIDA VUBLIC SBRVXCB COMXZ88IO• 
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1 it's a matter of the PBRC 1 s jurisdiction. And J.f you 

2 look to this very page, 204, at the bottom, I JDean 

3 TECO talked to us about thia was their interpretation 

4 at the workahop, but if you look at 204 at the bottom, 

5 the last two lines, and read it over to the next page, 

6 205. 

7 IIR. LOIJCJa Well, Madam Chairman, we're not 

8 suggesting that they can't file with PERC ~o a•k for 

9 different treatcent. our point is until PERC grants 

10 some different treatment, what appears above is the 

11 current requirement. 

12 MR. CBXLDSI Well, with all due respect, I 

13 don't think the witne~s testified aa to what he had to 

14 do. He's testified to what the Company had asked for, 

15 and I believe this document that has been passed out 

16 says you can ask for that. 

17 MR. ~Ga Well, my question to the witness 

18 was •What is the current treatment at PERC." 

19 MR. CBILDSI No. I think your question was 

20 asking him to read the section of Order 888A. That's 

21 when I objected. 

22 MR. ~Ga Prior to that, I asked the 

23 witness whether he agreed with my formulation of what 

24 the current state of the law ia, and he aaid no. 

25 MR. CBILD81 Okay. 
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1 KR. ~~ So this is a proper follow-up, in 

2 my view, to that response. 

3 

4 pending? 

5 

cwa~ JOBWSOWa What was the question 

KR. LOWGa Well, I've asked the witness to 

6 read fro• Page 204 of the exhibit starting the third 

7 line from the top and going to the end of that 

8 paraqraph . 

9 D. CBILDSa And this in no way is going to 

10 help your position in the FERC case against FPL, and 

11 it's not tor that purpose? 

12 MR. LOWGa Woll, my purpose was to help the 

13 Commission understand what the current requirements 

14 are. We'll deal with the FERC case at FERC. 

15 

16 basis. 

17 

MR. CBILDSI And I would object on that 

CBaTRMaW JOHWso•a Give me your objection . 

18 You: objection --

19 MR. CBILDSI I objoot that I don't -- 1 

20 mean, as I said, I tried to be careful with the 

21 witness -- and I think the door had been opened about 

22 the ohar9es -- to point out to the witness, or ask the 

23 witness As to the basis for FPL's request tor 

24 different treatment; and that was to address some 

25 questions that Commissioner Clark had raised. 
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1 The witness did not comment as to his 

2 opinion, legal or otherwise, as to the PERC position. 

3 To then attempt to cross-examine the witness on that 

4 on the basis of establishing what the PERC current 

5 position is, I think, is improper cross and beyond tho 

6 scope; and, of course, I think the whole c ross is 

7 improper anyway. 

a I don't think that they can inquire about a 

9 matter that baa nothing to do with the issue bofore 

10 the Commission and goes beyond what this witness was 

11 testifyinq to. 

12 D. LOIICJa Well, as I understood 

13 Commiaaioner Clark's questions, they went to the issue 

14 of whether utilities should be using a different 

15 methodoloqy. 

16 The witness• response, in my view, implied 

17 that until FERC aakes ao~e decision, that that is 

18 peraiasible. As follow-up to that exchange, I think 

19 pointing out what PERC requires now is entirely 

20 appropriate and responsive, and it's fair gaae, given 

21 the witness' discussion vith commissioner Clark. 

22 CJDTPMUr JOD801U I quess I '• a little 

23 confused by the question. I thought that the witness 

24 responded that they thought that under the order, that 

25 they could, indeed, ask for the treat.ent that they're 



1 propoaing. 

2 

J all. 

4 

MR. LOBQa Yos, and I don't dispute that at 

C'DTPD• Joaao•a Okay. The point ia 

5 unleaa or until FBRC qives thea approval ot what 
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6 they've requested, the requirement !a aa it appeara on 

7 Paqe 204 with reqard to how aplit-the-aavinqs 

8 traction• have to be priced. 

9 COKMI88IO ... CLARKa Well, Mr. Childs , as I 

10 underatand your point, the requirement ia aubject to 

11 debate in your aind. 

12 

13 

llll. CIIXLD8a Yea. 

comi.IIIIOJID CLAB&I And I don't know that 

14 we're qoinq to reaolve it here. 

15 a. LO•Qa Well, my point ia that the 

16 lanquage apeaka tor itself, and all I'm aakinq is 

17 caa%...- Joaso•a Well, they're aayinq 

18 llll. OBILD81 Well, then we don't need to ask 

19 the witness about it. 

20 

21 

CBaTPD• JOBBSo•a -- it doesn't 

Ka. ~Qa Well, whether it doe• or not, I 

22 would submit, ia tor you to decide. 

23 llll. CBILD81 I would aqree. 

24 C(Wi!IJIBIOJID CLIRKa Madaa Chairman, I 

25 apologize. I have evidently been the one who asked 
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1 the queetion that required this to be brought up. 

2 It seeaa to me if this is the FERC order, 

3 that you can ask tor it to be -- us to take judicial 

4 notice of it, and then you can arque whether or not it 

5 applies. 

6 I queas it strikes me as it really doesn't 

7 aatter it the witness reads it or not , and to that 

8 extent, maybe it's okay to have him r ead it. 

9 KR. ~Ga Madam Chairman, if the Commission 

10 will take official notice of PERC Order 888A, I will 

11 withdraw ay question to the witness. 

12 CJDDtDII JOJDI80111 And there• s no objection 

13 to us taking official notice of 888A? Generally we 

14 ask that you provide copies and put the parties on 

15 notice, but, I mean, that would be a bit much. so 

16 there's no objection. (Laughter) 

17 MR. CBILD&a I haven't been able to get one 

18 ot those. 

19 csaxaxa. JOS.SOB: Okay, then. 

20 MR. ~Ga I will certainly provide copies. 

21 MR. CBILD8a I would suggest --

22 CIDI811.U JOD80111 Well, I don't thinlc --

23 xa. CB%LD81 -- and this is not aeant in the 

24 context ot being argumentative about the requ at to 

25 take judicial notice or administrative notice or 

rLOlliDa PUBLIC 8DVICB CQIOIT88IOJI 
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1 whatever -- but I would suggeat that counsel might 

2 want to suggest that there's several pages, and let us 

3 look at it without trying to have the whole order 

4 baing noticed; but it not, okay. 

5 MR. ~01 Well, I'm interested in these 

6 pages. 

7 OOMMISSIO..a CLARKI Well, it strikes me 

8 that the two of you can get together and aqree on what 

9 we'll take official notice ot . 

10 MR. LO•Ga Certainly. 

11 CD%1UIUI JODSOifa And before the end of the 

12 proceeding, just aake s ure we have that tor the 

13 record. 

14 

15 

16 question? 

&. LO•o• certainly. 

CJDDQM Jomrso•a And then you withdraw the 

17 MR. LO•Ga Yea, I withdraw that question . 

18 COKK%88Ia.BR CLARKa Madam Chairman, at the 

19 risk of throwing gasoline on a tire, let me ask this 

20 question: Would it be correct that to the extent 

21 there are on file with FERC and approved by FERC --

22 let'• just assume it's approved by FERC -- different 

2J ways ot treatin9 the transmission charge in an economy 

24 sale, then i t will result in some cases, given the 

25 aame decremental and incremental fuel prices depending 
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1 on what the rate is on ~ile with PERC, it may ~ made 

2 or it may not be made, depending on the utilities 

3 involved? 

4 You know, I haven't framed that very well. 

5 WI~II VXLLARI I think any rate that you 

6 bave on tile affects whether a match is going to be 

1 made or not, and the utilities have had tor -- let's 

s take the exaaple of where you had -- in the brokar 

9 before where you had a transaction between two 

10 nondirectly interconnected utilities. 

11 Each utility in Florida had a different 
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12 transmisaion rate. That rate was taken into account 

13 in making the aatches. And by having different rates, 

14 each utility waa still -- had support of the rates and 

15 bad it approved at PERC, and it did result in 

16 different matches, because they did have different 

17 rates. 

18 OQKKZIII~ CLARKI Well, let me ask it 

19 maybe this waya To the extent one utility files a 

20 rate and the total charge tor all components does not 

21 exceed what they charge now, and another utility files 

22 a rate where they add another component, then it will 

23 distort the broker process? 

24 WinaBI VILLARI I think it will result in 

25 different matches. The utility that takes the 

I'LOJliDA PUBLIC SDVXC. COIIIIIIIIOJr 



1 transmission cost out of the prior gain will most 

2 likely get more matches than the utility that had a 

J aeparate charge for transmission. 

4 CQMMI88la.BR CLARKI All right. And what 

5 is --

6 W%~8 VILLaRI So in the caae of TECO, 

7 TECO is likely to get more matches than Florida 

8 Power ' Light will, becauae FPL'a coats look higher 

9 than TEC0 1 s. 

10 COD%88IOIID CLD.Ka What effect doea that 
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11 have on our goal of having the least cost unit running 

12 at any given time? 

13 wz~s VILLARI I think you have to look at 

14 it in the context of whether you're looking at it just 

15 from the standpoint of generation alone or total cost 

16 actually incurred and seen by ti1e purchaser and the 

11 seller. 

18 

19 

20 questiorua. 

21 

22 

COMM%88Ia.BR CLARKI Okay. 

xa. LO•GI Madam Chairman, I have no further 

CBaiRMa• JOS.SOBI Staff? 

xa. 8~1 Chairman Johnson, in light of 

23 that we're going back down the line tor recrosc, I 

24 have one brief question I'd like to aak the witne••· 

25 



1 aBCR088 BXIMIM&TIO. 

2 ·~ .. • 1'1'011111 

3 0 Mr. Villar, in earlier testimony you made 

4 statements about other utilities and how they were 

5 treating tran .. ission revenues with respect to the 

6 qain. When you said "all the other utilities," you 

7 were not .. aninq to include Gulf Power in that 

8 reference? 

9 I did not say "all". I don't recall sayinq 

10 •all". I said •other utilities". I do not know 

11 specifically what Gulf is doinq . 

12 ... •~• That's the clar1fication I was 

13 seeking. 

14 CID"D· JOD80.a Statt? 

15 a&ea088 BXAKIMA~IO. 

16 BY U. l'&OCIBI 

17 0 Mr. Villar, I have a couple of questions 

18 following up on the transaction price issue. 

19 bauaing the hypothetical of 20/30 and $3 

20 for transaction price with FPL being the selling 

21 utility, I balieve it was your testimony and 

22 ,.A)rrect ae if I '• wrong -- that the broker 

23 autoaatioally considers the transmission a.ount to 

~ 4 arrive at a transaction price of $23.50. Is that a 

25 correct reflection of your position? 

I'LOJliDA PUBLIC 8DV%9 COIIIIl88IOII 
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1 I don't know if the transaction price is tho 

2 proper terainoloqy tor it, but the broker does take 

3 into account the tran•al11ion ooat. I was not 

4 tocuainq on apeoitio terminoloqy bGinQ uaed by the 

~ broker. The broker might still show the tranaaction 

6 price as the old aaount . 

7 Q The old amount? 

8 A The $25. In other worda, in order to aake 

9 the •atchea, the broker •ight use old amounts; but it 

10 does adjust the buyer's coat. 

11 Q All right. Perhaps referring to the exhibit 

12 liArked Naber J this is the staff aummary -- it we 

13 aaaume that FPL ia the purohaainQ utility with the $30 

14 decreaental, and TEOO, tor example, is the aelling 

15 utility, and T!OO propoaes the transaction price, 

16 according to TBCO's proposal, would be $25, and 

17 aooording to the testimony and exhibits au~ltted thua 

18 tar that it'• true tor all of the other utilitiea with 

19 the exception of FPL, how -- there doesn't seea to be 

20 consistency here, how can the Lroker ayat .. 

21 automatically treat different tranaaotions differently 

22 when the coeta are identical? Why ia FPL the only 

23 utility with a $23.50 tranaaction price? 

24 a Beoauae PPL haa an explicit aanctioned 

25 coat tor ~ -- or a coat ot tranaaiaaion which ia being 



1 recoqni1ed by the broker, where the other parties ~re 

2 doing it on an after-the-tact basis after they make 

3 their matches. 

4 Q A9ain, hov oan the broker autoaatioally 

5 consider this? We don't understand how this could 

6 happen on a functional basis, it you will, out there 

7 in the world. could you please explain that further? 

8 & I '• not sure I understand the question. It 

9 your concern is whether the transmission price being 

10 charged by the other utility -- those prices, from 

11 what I understand, are not being seen at all by the 

12 broker. 

13 What happena ia the broker 4oea a aatch on 

14 the basis of the buyers' and the sellers' incremental 

15 coat, and it the differential is not sufficient to 
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16 justify the transmission cost that the other utilities 

17 charge -- and I'• saying other utilities in general, 

18 not pointinq specifically to anybody -- on an 

19 after-the-tact basis, the transaction will not take 

20 place. That utility will call and say, I do not have 

21 enough ot a differential to continue the transaction. 

22 Q Right. I understand that. 

23 a There may have been others that have said, I 

24 need this auoh of a differential in order tor it to 

25 take place to cover my transmission cost. I a• not 
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1 aware exactly what each utility had put into tha 

2 broker. I know what FPL bas put in, which is a 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

tran .. iasion cbarqe. 

Q It I could just ask the question perhaps 

ditterently one aore time. In all instances, doe• the 

broker automatically consider transmission to arrive 

at a transaction price? 

& It does it tor those transmission coats that 

have been identified to it. The transmisaion costa 

tor nondireotly interconnected utilities have been 

identified to the broker tor a lonq time, and they 

have been recoqnized when making matches. 

FPL now has a separate charge tor 

tranaaiaaion that ia beinq used by the broker when 

makinq a match tor PPL. As to the other utilities, it 

appears to me that that is done on an atter-the-tact 

basis. 

MS. P&UGBI Okay. Thank you. 

COJDII88IOJID CLUXs Mr. Villar, just so I'm 

clear, what you're saying is that when there'• a 

broker sale involvinq PP,L, the broker will take your 

$23.50 transaction charge -- I mean, you've told him, 

the broker/operator, to already tiqure thia 

transaiasion in, in determininq your -- in thia case I 

think you•re the seller? 
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1 U!'miSS VXLL&Ill Correct. The broker -·-

2 it'• a computer reeoqnizes in this case in the 

3 exaaple a• u•ed that we've used here a $3 

4 tranaai••ion charge a••ociated with it. 

5 OCW«"88IOJID CT·&RK 1 So, in other words, the 

6 broker i• aaking •alea which are dependent on the 

7 inputs each utility asks them to put in? 

8 UU.S8 VXLL&Jll Correct. 

9 COIIIIIISIOJID C'LU.KI And in the case of the 

10 other utilities, apparently they haven't put in their 

11 tranaais•ion cost•, but then when they decide to tell 

12 the broker to qo ahead or not, they're looking at it 

13 including their transmission cost• and then aayinq yea 

14 or nay to a aale? 

15 W%~8 VXLLARa I don't have any direct 

16 knowledge of that. I'm only qoinq by the testimony I 

17 have seen here . 

18 ... P&UQBI We have no further questions. 

19 Thank you. 

20 CD.XIUIU JOJDI&o•a Re-redirect? 

21 D. CJULD81 Thank you, CoiiiJiiasioner. I 

22 would like to move into evidence Exhibit• 5 and 6. 

23 ~ JOJDI&o•• Show 5 and 6 admitted 

24 without oDjeotion. 

25 (Bxhibita 5 and 6 received in evidence.) 



1 ~ JOBBSOBa We've identified the 

2 excerpts from 888A, those pages 202 through 205. How 

3 do you all wish to handle that? 

4 .a. LOIIQa Well, Madam Chairman, I '• happy 
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5 to have them available for briefing it the Commission 

6 will take official notice ot those pagea. It that --

7 MR. CB%LD8a I won't object to the request 

9 that the Commiaaion take official notice ot those 

9 pages. 

10 

11 

C'D"U• JOJDISO•a Okay. 

MR. ~~ It's not necessary, then, to have 

12 it aa an exhibit. 

13 CBaDUmJf JOJDfSOJfa Okay. We'll show that 

14 not admitted, and withdrawn. Thank you, sir. You're 

15 excused. 

16 UDU8 VILLaRI Thank you. 

17 (Witness Villar excused.) 

18 - - -

19 (Transcript continues in sequence in 

20 Volume 2.) 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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